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AN ASSESSMENT OF EDUCATIONAL COMPONENTS 

IN FOREIGN AID DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS IN JORDAN 

by 

Stephen Roush 

(ABSTRACT) 

This study assessed educational components and related 

educational strategies incorporated into Foreign Aid 

Development Projects (FADP's). This study used case study, 

document analysis, and survey techniques. The primary data 

treatment used qualitative techniques consistent with 

naturalistic inquiry. 

The case study evolved from a funded internship in the 

middle east under the auspices of the Near East Foundation. 

The internship facilitated the field testing of educational 

strategies during the implementation of a rural development 

project. The case study, supplemented with the review of 

literature, produced a pool of potential educational 

strategies. 

The document analysis examined abstracts of Jordan 

projects funded by the Agency for International Development 

(A.I.D.). The analysis disclosed the magnitude and diver-

sity of educational components in Jordan FADP's during the 

last eight years. The document analysis showed the low cost 

of implementing educational components. Also, the scope of 

the educational components was low and followed no pattern. 

A tendency toward larger educational components in recent 

years was unstructured. 



The survey assessed perceptions of action officers 

involved with the A.I.D. projects. The process produced 

information that project action officers are difficult to 

trace and have varied backgrounds. 

The study produced a list of recommendations regarding 

the use of educational components and strategies in FADP's. 

A basic structure for the planning and implementation of 

educational components evolved. It was presented in the 

form of both a planning model and a training model for 

future use in foreign aid development projects, 
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Chapter 1 

THE PROBLEf!.I 

The primary pu['pose of this study was to assess t.he 

impact 0£ educational components in foreign aid development 

projects (F .• A.D.P. 1 s} in Jordan in the last eight year:s .. 

This impact was assessed .by document analysis~ case study, 

and survey technigues. A secondary purpo.se o.f this study 

was to develop content for a training model for technicians 

in foreign aid deve.lopment projects which incorporated 

educational components. 

In 1978 net Official Development Assistance {ODA) from 

the United States to other countries afilounted to 5 .. 66 

billion dollars {Lewis, 19801 p. 22). Jordan in 1977 

received 83 .. 6 mill:ion dollars of u.s.. foreign developmental 

258) - The money was disbursed aid (t1cLa ughlin, 1979, p .. 

through a system of projects and programs which were widely 

diverse in both scope and objectives .. 

This chapter of the study was desi911ed to (a) introduce 

the problem, (b) provide background 

identify the research problem, (d) 

£or the problem, (c) 

state the need for the 

study, {e) define the assulUp'tions and limitations i.mposed on 

the study, {f) define appropriate terminology, and (~ 

provide an overview for the remainder of the study .. 

1 
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Introd~,iQg 

Foreign economic aid 

The first is in the form 

.is filanifested .in t:wo basic ways ... 

of relief. This generally refers 

to outcight aid given in times of emergency or disaster. 

Relief expenditu1:-.es are generally acceptable to the public 

as they seem to fulfill a moral obligation and are a 

response to a well publicized catastrophe, drought, or 

famine. 

The second for-m of foreign economic aid is called 

developmental assistance. 

to any recent occurrence, 

impact upon the lives 

response to a condition 

This aid is not given in response 

and does not re~uire an im.mediate 

of the recipients.. As it is a 

which has ge.nerally evolved over 

time, it is thus expected to be implemented over a period of 

time. 

The developmental assistance is given in the form of 

grants, loans, educational or technological assistance, 

gifts, or a combination of these elements.. Tlie costs are 

generally high, the outcomes are often difficult to 

identify, and the progress is not immediately discerned.. As 

a result, expenditures £or this type 0£ aid are in need of 

justifica tio.n more often than the relief type,. Whenever 

funds are allocated for humanitarian causes, the resulting 

outcomes are scrutinized closely~ Relief funds are not 
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scrutinized as closely as development funds. Ho~ever, 

efforts to maximize the outcomes of all expenditures are 

desirable,. 

While there may be public outcries at various ti.mes 

about pa.rticu.lar developmental efforts, generally the 

billions 0£ dollars expended abroad for development are not 

scrutinized by anyone who is not directly involved in the 

development process~ This .situation may change as funds 

become more scarce and the third world cou.ntries reach the 

point of demanding more effective aid from the developed 

countries. A case in point is the North-South Economic 

Suromi t held in Cancun, Mexico in late 19 81. At the ti.me of 

the meeting, world attention was .focused upon developing 

countries aud foreign aid e.xpenditu.res 1 but very shortly 

afterward. media coverage again dropped to near ze.ro. As 

had been .noted, only disasters and immediate calls £or 

relief to alleviate imminent death and suffering get much 

public attention .• 

The purpose of this section will be to offer background 

in what may seem to be diverse areas. In actuality, each 

area covered must be understood at a minimal level for 

comprehension o:f later integrated comments .. 
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There are four subheadings in this section. The Middle 

for the East Focus section conceutrates 

direction of th:is study and offe_rs 

The Developmental Diversity section 

the various projects which can 

upon reasons 

statistical background •. 

.ex_plains the scope of 

be implemented .. _ The 

Educational Components section provides -the rationale for 

inclusion o_f educational components in foreig.n aid projects .. 

.Finally, the Role of the Technician sectio.µ presents 

information as it relates to completion of the development 

effo.rt, particularly with respect to educating the public 

sector. 

~iddle Ea2! Focus 

Foreign aid of the developmental type is someti.mes 

politically as :well as JDorally motivated.. Regardless of the 

underlying mo-tives, economi.c success outcomes should evolve 

from these efforts.. The Middle East has been a recipient o_f 

much wo.rldwide attention over the las-t 35 years. As a 

_·cesult 0£ econo.mic need, but also because of .its oil 

reserves and -the politic ally sensitive location it .holds, 

the Middle East has received considerable developmental 

assistance. 

As of 1980, the Middle East absorbed a_bout ten percent 

of the vorld 1 s total agricultural expqrts. The United 

Nat.ions estimates -that, assuming current growth rates, i:n 
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1985 food demand in the Middle 

higher than food production. By 

East will be 18 percent 

the end of the century, 

this could rise to more than 30 percent (weinbaum, 1980, p .. 

734). 

The Middle East, with these expected economic problems, 

has been the recipient of much developmental aid.. For this 

reason, and others, 

focus of this study. 

the Middle East was .selected for the 

As it would be unwieldy to attempt to 

examine the many projects implemented over the entire Middle 

East, a .narrowing of focus was necessary.. Jordan was 

selected as a representative case. It has a per capita 

Gross National Product of $1,050 (1978) (Sewell, 1980, p. 

156). It has received aid from the u. s. for over thirty 

years.. Th.e .four main recipients of U.S. development funds 

in the year ending June 30, 1965 were South Vietnam, Korea, 

Jordan, and Laos (Arnold 1 1966 , p. 81). From 1950 to 1956, 

U.S. technical and economic assistance contributed 37.551 

( $34. l million) of the total public expenditures foe 

economic and social deveplopment in Jordan (Harris, 1958, p. 

119). As further evidence that developmental aid is still 

needed in Jordan, a 1980 study co.mpared the per capita index 

of food production based upon a 1969-70 .base of 100. Jordan 

was found to he t.he lowest of nine .Middle East countries and 

with an index of 91 1 it was one of only 

behind the level of 1969-70 {Treakle, 1981 1 

three countries 

p.. 84)... See 
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'l'able 1-1,. 

An additional reason for the se.lection of Jordan is 

that the author is familiar with it from a personal and 

professional viewpoint,. As a resident of Amman, Jordan for 

five monthes he familiarized himself •ith the culture and 

customs. As the ac·tion officer of a development project 

there, he worked closely with the Ministry of Agriculture 

and learned o.f the d-evelopment situation from a technicians 

viewpoint .. 

Developmental Divg£sit.Y 

Long range, usually five to se ve.n years, development 

plans or programs have been the basic method for econo.mic 

planning in developing countries .for a.bout twenty years'"' 

The purpose of such plans is to coordinate govern.ment 

policies to promote economic development (Basch, 1970, p,. 

28). Because of their natuce, project plans are often 

speci£ic to the individual country and situation. Due to 

this, few basic models exist £or p.roject planning.. At t.he 

same time, there are ma.n.y guidelines for the p.lanning and 

i mplementatio.n of lo.ng term programs .. 
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Table 1-1 

Per Capita Index of .Food Production -
[ 1969-7.0 = 1003] I.1iddle East Count.cies 

--------
Syria 170 

Saudia Arabia 152 

I rag 111 

Israel 110 

Iran 106 

Turkey 106 

.Lebanon 97 

Cyprus 93 

JORDAN 91 

Source: Treakle, 1981, p. 84 
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Some development ~f forts by their sheer magnitude are 

put in the realm 0£ long term program type endeavors whether 

the focus is specific o.c not. Some -examples of these macro-

developmental efforts would be: 

1) The West Pakistan Indus Basin Irrigation 
Project :which involved Dams, liJa·tersheds, a:nd 
Groundwater, was implemented in 1959 through 
FAO (Food and Agriculture Organization of the 
Un.ited Na·tions} to aid 5 0 million people 
(McPherson, 1968, p. 183-214). 

2) The Gambian Irrigated Rice Production Scheme 
at Basse, Gambia was implemented by the 
Chinese Agricultural Technical Mission in 1966 
which affected 22000 small farms (Morss, 1976, 
p. 12-32). 

3) 'rhe Implementation of a Food Grain Price 
Support System was suppor-ted by USAID (United 
States Agency for International Development) 
in India in 1964 to insure incentive level 
prices to food grain producers (Freeman, 1968, 
p .. 153). 

A smaller scope developmental effort not tied in to 

national schemes could be called micro-developmental .. This 

e:f.f ort, more aptly called a project, would affect more 

directly and immediately the individual. The individual 

cou.ld quickly see and he a part of the involvement 0£ the 

foreign assistance. Examples of this type o·f dievelopmental 

aid are: 

1} Plan Puebla :which in 1967 in Mexico was an 
effort to help small farmers by not only 
educating them .but by training local 
technicians to help. This effort was 
performed in Puebla, 75 East of Hexico City by 
CUH1YT (International Maize and Wheat 
Improvement Center) which is funded by Ford 
Foundation, Rockefeller Foundation, aexican 
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Government, Canadian International Deve.lopment 
Agency, Inter-American Developlllent Programe 
(aorss, 1976, p. 370-384). 

2) The Uboma Development Project in Uboma, 
Nigeria was implemented by Shell Oil 
Corporation in 1974. Films shown in villages 
encouraged interest in .better agricultural 
methods and Shell .representatives distributed 
leaflets and information and planned for 
village demonstratio.n plots (l"lorss, 1:976, p. 
232-248) .. 

3) The Ivory Coast Cocoa Project, sponsored by 
world Bank and the Ivory Coast Government, 
cost $7.5 million. The focus was to 
refertilize, plant, and support 19,000 
Hectares (47,5-00 acres) of old cocoa 
plantatio.ns, put. in ne~ plantations, give 
extension assistance, new seeds, low interest 
cr:edit., training_, and warehousing facilities 
for use by 2700 small farms in 1970 
{Gittinger, 1972, p. 156-166). 

Given these examples, the .difference in -focus of macro 

and micro developmental efforts is evident. A multitude of 

technologies and technical expertise is needed .for the 

thous.ands of development efforts performed around the wor.ld .. 

Because of the diversity, there are many projects going in 

differe.nt directions without common elements identi£ied as a 

basis for a single master plan. It would be difficult to 

presci:ibe a single plan to be used in all cases,. 

Educational ComEonents 

Many projects in the past have had educational 

compo·nents implemented to create awareness, relay 

information, reinforce positive attitudes, and instigate 
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interest anti motivation... Unfortunately, these components 

have been isolated attempts, have .been implemented as an 

after thought and not oLiginally planned for, or have not 

b-een integ.cated with other educational endeavors so as to 

present a unified effort of education. It is a COllllllOU 

feature of agricultural education and training in many 

countries that its colllponent parts operate in isolation from 

one another (~alassis, 1975, p. 214). 

Individual exaIDples of educational strategies are found 

throughout the literature. University lecture (Rockefeller 

.Foundation, 1:968, p.. 62-88) /1 New.spa,pers {Streeter, 1972, p. 

37; Ahmed and Coombs, 1974, p. 18), Training Counterparts 

( £1a.lassis, 1975, p.. 213) , Radio broadcasts (Diaz Borde:uave, 

1977, P. 26, 38; Stceeter, 1972, p.. 37), Special books 

(Ahmed and Coombs, 1974, p. 18), Extension training 

(Malassis, 1975, p. 212), Open House (Streeter, 1972, p. 

3 7) , and Farmer Visits (Streeter, 1972, p.. 37) are all 

strategies which have :been used from time to time, but t.here 

is no documentation as to the integrated use of many or all 

of thes,e, or even larger educational efforts in conjunction 

with technical assistance aid. 

Role o.f j:he Technician 

One of the key elements in foreign de7elopmental aid is 

the technician .. This individual generally has a hig.h level 
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of skill in a particular area. Technicians on projects 

often work directly Mith recipients in the host country. 

Alerting the potential audience to the .new technology using 

educational components should have a high priority ... 

Creating an awareness of the project using the educational 

chann,e.ls available is a rational beginning .. It not only 

creates an awareness but influences a positive attitude 

toward the project objectives"' 

The technician is usually the key actor o.r change .agent 

in a £oreign aid developmental project. The project has a 

much narrower focus than the program~ Since it is of 

shorter duration and has more specific objectives, there is 

a need for greater utilization of both time and resources--

As a result, the technician may of ten be cal.led ;upon to 

fulfill roles or perform functions which are .not in his area 

of expertise. As has been o_bserved in the area o:f animal 

production: 

"To compose a feasihle form of animal production 
requires a great deal of all around expertise, a 
scarce commodity among animal production experts .. 
'l'o find one also accustomed to in·terdisciplinar:y 
work is very rare ... n {Mo:ntsma, 1980, p. 199) 

Th.e all around expertise is missing in most of the 

technicians involved in F.A .. D.P .. •s, even if they desire to 

have it. The role of the American technician working in a 

foreign country is more than advisory. 

"He must have a background of training and 
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successful experience that will qualify .him to be 
influential in determining the pqlicies a:nd 
objec-ti ves of a new prog.ram. He is concerned with 
transmitting new ideas by a formal or informal 
educational process." {Doqley, 1966, p. 123). 

A problem arises -~hen the concerned tec.hnician has not 

rece.i ved the training to transmit the ne:w ideas. "For ·the 

training of technicians and senior personnel ·to he geared to 

the process of development, training must be carefully 

p1annedn (.Malassis, 1975, p. 213). 

One way to train technicians to utilize the formal and 

informal educational channels in a country is to familiarize 

them with a model which .incorporates these var.ious channels. 

Education has long been recognized as a central element in 

development (Haddad, 1980, p .. 12). Acquainting the 

technicians with the educational delivery systems open to 

,him will thus give impetus to the deve.lopmental effort. 

Congress has authorized the expenditure of ~nearly £ive 

billion dollars annually for foreign aid development 

programs .. Of this amount, the i1iddle East receives a 

disproportionate share relative to its _pqpulation. A case 

:in point is Jordan, the case study in this investigation. 

Jordan's pe.r capita receipts of foreign aid have been far 

above average. For 1962 and 1963, Jordan averaged $37.50 in 
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annual grants per capita from the u .. s. and the Organization 

for Economic Cooperation and Development (OEC~ countries. 

Total of all such aid to all developing countries amounted 

to $4.10 per capita for the same period. This relationship 

would not be greatly changed if w,e looked at .other years 

triazur, 1972, p. 221} .. 

This research will use case study, document analysis, 

and survey techniques to examine foreign aid developille:ut 

projects (F.A.D.P.'s). Specifically, these approaches :will 

seek to identify and validate the educational 

incorporated into United States foreiyn aid 

projects in Jordan in the last eight years'"' 

The outcomes of this research w.ill 

co.mponents 

development 

be (a) 

comprehensive .listing 

educational components 

last eight years; (b) 

of strategies included in 

a 

t.he 

of U.S .. F .. A .. D .. P .. •s in Jordan .in the 

an examination of characteristics of 

the educational components in the F.A.D.P.'s 0£ 

(c) a summary of perceptions held by 

administrators about the effectiveness of 

components and their inclusion :in .F.A.D~P,. •s; 

study of a project which was specifically 

the study; 

foreign aid 

educational 

(.d) a case 

designed to 

utilize different educational channels in a developing 

country; (e) generation of models of project planning based 

upon prior use of educational components in developing 

countries; and (f) conclusions and recomlliendations based 
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upon the above findings. 

Investigation of the manner in which funded projects 

are educationally implemented in the l.'liddle East will 

provide insights into the e:f fectiveness of education with 

respect to foreign rural development. Using J.ordan as a 

representative case foe the Middle East, certain important 

research questions evolved which for.med the structure for 

the investigation. 

1. What has been the extent of United States 
F.A.D.P. 1 s with an educational component in 
Jordan in the last eight years? 

2. What have been the characteristics of the 
educational components in these F4A.D.P. 1 s1 

3. What educational strategies have been common 
to all the educational components in these 
F.A.D,.P. 1 s? 

4. What new educational approaches could be used 
to fully implement development projects? 
(Jordan - a case study) 

5. How does the educational 
study compare/contrast 
educational e£forts? 

approach in the case 
with previous 

Few question the value of foreign aid f.rom a moral or 

political standpoint, but they do guestion how the money is 

spent. Both governments and individuals would like to see a 

maximum return of their foreign aid development dollars. 

The intent 0£ this study coincides with these statements. 
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The amount of funding for u .. s .. foreign aid development, 

approximating four to five billions of dollars per anum 

requires that serious scrutiny be undertaken in the area of 

project planning and implementation.. Since the United 

States is prominent both in forei9n aid expenditures and 

educational technology, a blending of the two would seem to 

be natural and perhaps even obligatory. Has U.S. 

educational technology been put to i·ts best use within the 

foreign aid arena? While this study cannot hope to 

conclusively ans~er the g:uestion, certain indicators have 

been uncovered .. 

This study also served to generate info.a:matiou on :what 

educational components have been included in development 

projects,. Additionally, a model for more complete 

incorporation of educational components in F.A.D.P.'s was 

generated~ .If :utilized, the value of such an .instrument. 

cannot be measured. 

This section presents major assumptions of the study, 

as well as assumptions which must be understood when 

examining foreign aid development documents~ 

are limitations inherent in the study and 

imposed upon the study .. 

Also presented 

delimitations 
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~ajor AssumEtions 

A major assumption of this study is that education.al 

components are .incorporated into £oreign aid development 

projects to assist the change agents in meeti~g project 

objectives.. .Based upon this assumpt.ion, the research was 

undertaken to examine the diversity of these educational 

components and the extent to which they are used .. 

A second assumption .of this study is that the 

technicia.ns need to be educationally skilled to be maximally 

effective.. They need to be not only adept at their 

particular technological specialty, but also well versed in 

educa·ting the public,. Whether to create interest, promote 

programs, or relay technical information, it is assumed that 

technicians need to be aware of and acquainted with 

educational components at tlleir disposal .. 

A third assumption is tha·t donors of develo_proental aid 

funds, whether pr.ivate individuals, public organizatiqns, or 

governments desire to receive a maximum return for their 

expenditure, whether that return is in satisfaction, pro.fit, 

or political strength. 

Secondary Assumptions 

.Foreign aid development 

include only positive comments 

project re.Ports generally 

about development effo.rts .. 

The primary reason is that closure reports about development 
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projects have a. vested interest in relaying only successes. 

These reports relay successses in order to (a) keep donors 

continuing to donate, (b) keep foundations and agenc~es in 

opecation, and (c) .keep the developers themselves employed. 

It is understood that since there is a vested interest 

in success when dealing with aid and bei.ng accountable for 

vast sums of public and voluntary funds, some deviations 

from .fact may be present. 

self-serving. They must 

Development reports are somewhat 

justify expenditures by citing 

results,. As has been noted, 0 Development reports were 

commissioned because a gene.r:al sentiment exists that all is 

not well in the development arena .... "' the major 

recommendations made by reports are mere palliatives to 

underdevelopment .. n (Goulet, 1971, p .. 14) 

In puc:suing the research, evidence :was accepfa~d and 

assessed in three stages. !First, project reports were 

analysed as part of the research.. The repqrts of projects 

used in this study were abstracts of Agency for 

International Developme.nt (A. I. D.) reports available through 

the A,.I .. D .. Information Retrieval System in Washington, D .. C .. 

Next, in order to circumvent some ,problems j#hich may be 

inherent in the development reports, this research also 

utilized a survey guarantee~ng anonymity vhich was sent to 

project. action of.ficers. It served as a validation of the 

project, and also served to probe more deeply into methods, 
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statements, and conclusions made by t.he project documents,. 

Lastly, a case study was made of a project which had as one 

of its objectives to fully utili-ze existing educational 

channels in the developing country. 

No assumptions were made about the intent or value of 

the development projects.. It is accepted that the rationale 

for, and justi:fication of development projects is 

accomplished on a plane dif£erent from that of the project 

planner. 

and design 

When the project reaches the level where p_lanning 

are to be performed, it ~s assumed the needs 

assessments and subseg:uent ramifications of such assessments 

have been considez:-ed and responded to adeguately.. As a 

result, the project is the culmination of these efforts and 

the task is to develop a plan which can be easily 

implemented to accomplish. thee already justified objectives. 

bimitation.§ 

Limitations must be noted in that the situations 

examined were in Jordan, which somewhat restricts 

investigation 

environment .. 

of more 

The last 

diverse areas of climate and 

eight years is only a moderate 

limitation so that the research does not .become a 

h.istorical account 0£ prior endeavors.. A further _limitation 

was in the fact that on.ly some educational channels are 

available in Jordan, •hich necessarily restricts 
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education. 

Del.imitations 

into only 
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the a vailabl-.E outlets for 

To facilitate data collection and analysis, and to 

narrow the scope of the study, the following delimitations 

are present.. .Projects -were examined ;.ihich (a) were 

performed in the Bashemite Kingdom of Jordan, (b) were 

performed from 1974 through 1981, (c) had educational 

components incorporated in t.hem, and {d) had technicians as 

the primar:y change agents. 
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There is a wide diversity of opinion as to the 

vocabulary used in economic developfilent circles. The basic 

misconceptions, or .rather contradictions ace ur in the 

definition of terms 'project• and 'program•. This study is 

concerned with ·the planning and implementation o.f 

development 'projects 1 as de.lineated from 1 programs•.. For 

this reason, a brief review of the literature and subsequent 

conclusions based upon this review is necessary for further 

comprehension. 

Many clai.m. there are basically two routes by which 

capital can be made a vaila.b.le to a country to assist its 

economic development. 

"In th.e first place, capital ca.n be made available 
to help finance a. particular item of expenditure, 
and it can .be earmarked for this purpose.. Those 
in control of the flow of aid may then lay dmrn 
that they will help in the development of a 
particular firm, or of a part~cular sector, or a 
particular item of expenditure w.b.ich they believe 
:wil.l have an impact upon the development 
situation.. T.hese items 0£ expenditures have 
become known as 'projects•, and this May 0£ 
proceeding is known as the •project approach' .. 
The alternative way, however, is not to bother 
with the detailed uses for which the resources are 
required, but to look instead at the overall needs 
of the economy, a.nd to identify the total 
financial reguirements for develo_pment fm: all 
purposes. .It is then possible to see -what the 
total needs for capital are and to provide an 
external contribution without designating that it 
be used for particulac items of expend.i.tu:t"e.. This , 
is the opposite of the project approach and is 
known as the 1 pro~ramme method 1 of finance, 
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because such assistance can 
program of activities over a 
(Hawkins, 1970, p. 88) 

be related 
period of 

to a 
time .. 11 

This definition is supported by George Cunningham: 

11 T.he two principal forms in which aid is given are 
programme aid and project aid. Program.me aid is 
provided without the donor knowing upon which 
projects it :will be used. The donor studies the 
development plan of the recipient country and 
satisfies itself that the plan is well conceived 
and that the adruinis tra ti on of the .recipient 
government can be trusted to apply the aid 
efficiently without detailed control. In the case 
of project aid 1 on the other hand, the recipient 
puts to the donor a propqsal for a narrowly 
defined item of expenditure and the donor provides 
money for th.at purpose." (Cunningham, 1974, p. 
11) 

However, there is a conflict in the use of the term 

project as used by the iorld Bank. 

nA project, ideally, consists of an optimum set of 
investment-oriented actions, .based on 
comprehensive and coherent sector planning, by 
means of which a defined combination of human aid 
material resources is expected to cause a 
determined amount of econo.m.ic and socia.l 
development. The components of a project must be 
precisely defined as to character, .location, and 
time,. Both the resources required - in the form 
of finance, .materials, and manpower - and the 
generated benefits such as cost savings, 
increased production, and institutional 
development - are est.ima ted in advance. Costs and 
benefits are calculated. in financial and economic 
terms or d-efined (if guantification is not 
possible) with sufficie11t precision to· permit a 
reasoned judgement to be made as to t.he optimum 
cost of actions." (Chadenet. 1972, p. 4-5) 

Such a definition, while lengthy and at confl.ict with 

both Hawkins and Cunningham, seems to be supported by 

comments made by Willis Shaner.. In re.f·erring ·to the pi:oject 
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life, (Shaner, 1979, p.33) Shaner says, -with reference to 

project reappra.isal, that the maturity rate of some projects 

is so long, conditions so changed, and o.riginal staff so 

altered that much of the value of perfo:rming a reappraisal 

is lost. .In speaking o.f annual operations and maintenance 

costs, Shaner .ref-e.rs to costs in millions of U.S. dollars 

"beginning in the third year and e:xtending throughout the 

project life" .. (Shaner, 1979, p. 170) 

It seefils, then, that when writing about pi.--o jects, one 

must .select a definition and adhere to it. .For _purpqses of 

clarity and continuity, the term 'project• shall .be used in 

the previous contextm Short term efforts Mith a specific 

f ocu.s will be implied by all subseque.nt re.ferences to the 

term 'project'· 

This document will use various terms derived from 

various sources germane to the study. In an effort to 

C"educe confusion and promote understanding, the following 

list of terms will be de£ined,. The definitions are either 

direct quotes taken from the literature or interp.retations 

researcher after perusal of the literature. 

Throughout the study, the terms were used in the same 

context as defined below .. 

Action Officer 
i.mplementatioii 
F. A. D .. P. .May 
any designated 

- An individual responsible for the 
of one or mo.re comp9nents of an 

be a technician, liaison person, or 
individual .. 
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Q™]:o,Ement Program - Long term effort which may 
encompass many specific projects, funded by 
expenditures only generally earmarked, and 
inte:nded to provide for an increase in welfare in 
only a general arena. 

Deve1opmetl Project - Short term (less than t:wo 
years), specifically directed effort to increase 
the situation of a group o.f i.ndividua.ls using 
technical, social, educational, o.r other means, 
either alone or in conjunction with each other, 
and funded bJ expenditures earmarked for specifc 
objectives. 

Domesti£ Rabbit Product,iQJ! ~;-~ject (DRPP) A 
project perforIDed in Jordan from 9/81 to 2/82 
under the auspices o.f the Nea.r East Foundation .. 

Educationa! COJ!EOnen! - Any educational strategy 
or combination of strategies included in an 
.F .. A ... D .. P. This component is consciously added in 
the planning stage of the project ... 

Educationa! Strategy - Any activ.ity which, w.he.n 
used in an F .. A .. D ... P. 7 will serve to train, inform, 
motivate, or promote the targeted o.bjectives of 
the project .. 

Foreign ,Aid All activities by governments or 
citizens of one country which ace prima.ri1y 
intended to help citizens of another (Cl.ifford and 
Osmond, 1971, p. 101). 

Foreign Aid Qg!elOEIREH!! Proiect (F.A •. D.P,.) A 
short term eff o.rt made t-0 increase the welfare of 
individua.ls in another country. Funds are 
specified to be spent within the narrow context of 
the project pa.rameters. 

This chapter provided a general overview of the problem 

investigated .. The balance of the dissertation will include 

£ive more chapters. Chapter two will highlight the 
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literature related to models of development projects, and a 

historical look at u.s .. foreign developmental aid.. Chapter 

three describes the research approach and design, describes 

the data collection process used, and delineates the 

procedure used to develop subsequent models from documents .. 

Chapter four examines the particular case of Jordan as it 

was developed by the Domestic Rabbit P.coductio:q Project .. 

Chapter five describes the resulting :information gleaned 

.from the documents and survey, and presents, compares, and 

contrasts the informat~on in light 0£ project outcomes. 

Chapter six provides conclusions based upon the findings in 

Chapter five and makes recomIDendations based upon these 

co.nclusions. 



Cl1.apter 2 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

This chapter shall review the extant literature in the 

field as it relates to the rnajoc areas impact.ing upon this 

research. The areas are United States foreign aid and 

t·echnician involvement; the importance of educational 

components in £oreign aid projects; Jordan and u .. s. foreign 

aid; and models of project planning a.nd educational 

components. 

United .St!!, te§ 1'.2reign Aig 
and Technician Involvement 

This section wiil discuss the major D.S. foreign aid 

agency and some weaknesses of it. Second, problems which 

may be viewed as inherent in the role of technicians are 

discussed. 

For more than the last ten years, the United States has 

do.nated more money to third world economic development than 

any other OCED country (Lewis, 1980). There a.t:-e many terms 

in the literature which refer to these monies.. Foreign aid, 

development aid, official developmental assistance, and 

economic assistance are only a few 0£ the terms used. While 

purists may argue minute differences in these terms, the 

25 
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premise of assistance to increase the quality of life of 

those in another country is common to a.11 ter.ms. 

Most fo.rei9n aid to deve.loping countries is 

administered through the United States Agency .for 

Interna·tional Development ( USAID). This agency :is an 

outgrowth of a long term e.ffo.ct by the United States 

government ·to assist other na tio4al governments to 

their people help themselves" (Shields, 1967, p .. 10). 

"help 

US AID 

was created by the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961.. It is a 

semi-autonomous agenc1 within the Depa.rtment of State with 

t.he prime objective of consolidating the major in·ternat.ional 

development efforts o.f the United States government. 

Hancock ( 1979) examined the organizational structure of 

USAID. He concluded that development activities are awkward 

to coordinate with the organ.izational structure which exists 

in USAID country sectors. Moreover, he concluded that 

USAID's structure tends to induce the host country to alSo 

follow fragmented and possibly uncoord:inated organization 

for rural development (Hancoc.k, 1979, p. 36-38) .. 

Under the USAID umb.rella, many types o.f develo,pment 

assistance occur.. Of particular importance here is 

technical assistance. Some technical assistance involves 

bringing foreign natio.nals to t.he u.s. for t.raining. The 

£ocus is exporting technically oriented 

technicians overseas to the location of 

pe .. rsonnel or 

need .. Value 
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judgements about the worth of technical assistance and 

technicians are not wholly positive. One 0£ the primary 

cofilplaints is a lack of coordination. Pearson (1970) states 

that technical assistance comes from a great variety of 

national and interna·tional organizations w.ithout as much 

coordination of their activities as is desirable. He claims 

technical assistance has not been adequately integrated into 

capital assistance or directed clearly enough to development 

{Pearson, 1970, p. 92-9~. 

Hore specific •1uestions are raised about the 

tech.nicians themselves in overseas development efforts. 

Seers (1962) has raised doubts about the quality and 

appropriateness of experts provided to underdeveloped 

countries under technical assistance schemes. Radetzki 

(1973) claims it is often the individual who has been less 

successful at home who takes aid assignments a.broad.. She 

suggests top quality personnel do not find sufficient 

incentives and career opportunities to be tempted by the 

temporary assignments offered. Additionally, and a point 

which supports a thesis o.f this study (that technicians need 

some educational orientation) 8 she claims most experts 

regard their aid assignment as a temporary b.reak in their 

career and consequently seldom devote much ef:fort to the 

retraining needed to :make them well eguipped for the 

assistance job. Kaplan (1967) contends that the one, t~o, 
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or three year term of assigmnent causes diffi.culties for 

technicians in adapting and liar.king e:fficiel)tly i.n a 

culturally unfamiliar 

( 1971) support Kaplan 

enviro.Qment. Mac Bean 

in this contention. P. 

and Borton 

T .. Bauer 

( 1966) feels that the contribution of many 0£ tlle technical 

assista.nce personnel is likely to be small. Bauer suggests 

that technicians are often co.mparatively young graduates of 

western universities ·who lack the valuable assets o.f 

experienced technicians and administ.ra:tors .. 

These misgivings and complaints were primarily voiced 

in the late 1960's and early 1970 1 .s. Given these remarks 

about technicians and their use in U.S. foreign aid 

projects, one may question why this method of development is 

still used today. A few reasons could be of:fered .. 

Technician use Blay be of such worth that the outcomes 

overshadow the shortcomings. Using technicians may be the 

quickest method of infusing current technology. Perha.ps 

project planners merely ignored the cr.i ticisms, out-waited 

the antagonists, and have won out in the end.. Regardless, 

technicia.ns are being used now and if the concer.n.s of t.he 

authors referenced are to be acknowledged at all, a call 

seems to be made for some type of o.cienting o.f the 

technician in order to achieve a maximum development return 

for the investment made. 
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The !l!illortance of Educational ~Q.fil.E.Qnents 
in Foreig£. Aig Project§ 

Education is espoused in every single J:Jiece of 

literature concerned with foreign development,. It is 

interpreted narrowly, as in formal structures and 

traditional classrooms, and more broadly as with extension 

endeavors, on .site training, and farm visits'9 The w€alrness 

with much of the discussion is that theory is never put into 

action, although it is assumed the writer 1 s audience agrees 

with the premise. -This section .will review the importance 

of educational components which are suggested in the 

literature. Implementa tiou of particular educational 

components Mas discussed previously in Chapter 1. 

The underlying reason for incorporating educational 

components into a technical foreign aid project is to allow 

the technician to not only relay new technical information 

but to foster the acceptance of the new techni>}Ues .. As a 

change agent, the technician must attempt to influence many 

elements, and since the time is limited, it must be do.ne 

quickly .. Wilkening (1962} suggests the acceptance of new 

techniques follows a process with £our stages :which are 

awareness of the new idea, learning about it, evaluating it, 

and trying it out (Parker, 196 2} .. This follows closely 

stages of the adoption process used by adult educators in 

the u .. s. Cooperative Extension Services, which a.re 
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a.wareness, interest., evaluation, tcial aud .adoption (Pesson, 

1966) • 

Educational components, when included i.n development 

pcojects would greatly affect the co.mpletion of the stag.es 

of awareness, interest, and perhaps evaluation. Since these 

are the initial stages in the occurrence of change, they are 

critical to the subsequent implementation of change .. 

Trail (1968) exam~ned the problem of adeguately 

preparing development technicians for technical assistance 

work overseas,. He .found that in the u .. s. , most training is 

performed by five major groups. They are government, 

voluntary, business, university, and religious agencies.. In 

the com:se of his research, he examined curricula of 150 

training program syllabi.. Trail concluded that most u .. s .. 

technical assistance training programs have not adequately 

prepared techuicians .for overseas secvice, and tl1e lack 0£ 

provision for the development of specific key understandings 

and skills for technician preparation is characteristic of 

most traini.ng e£forts. He cecommends further :research in 

the area of skills contributing to the success of the 

development technician, and that there is a need for 

comprehensive planning to make the most effective use of 

resources. 

A review of lite.rat ure from 195B to the present has 

shown little response to the findings of Trail 1 s research,. 
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Sinauer {1967) examined the role o·f coftlmunication for 

i.nterna tional training about the same time that Trail was 

researching u. s. training p.rograms. 

elements defined here 

Some of his work 

educational focused upon as 

components. Translations of technical lite.rature into 

native languages, use of interpreters, and transition 

programs for university students were discussed. Films, 

visual aids, and field trips were also suggested as means of 

training indigenous personnel,. He does not suggest a need 

for orientation about .more innovative techniques, .no.r does 

he cite a need for creation of awareness or interest. in the 

general populace. .A review of libara·ture relative to 

development training generally ignores the early s·tages of 

the adoption process. The coqtention may .be that citizens 

in the third world are commonly aware of new innovations and 

are eager to accept and utilize them. An underlying premise 

o.f this research is that such an assumption is false and has 

been a cont1:ibuting factor to the ineffectiveness of Jnany 

technical assistance programs .. 

Supporting the need for creating motivation and desire 

concludes that education and for change, Parsons (1967) 

training must be responsible for fostering these 

Sufrin ( 1966) feels that the u • .s.. technician contributions .. 

need not be of the .highest technical rank, but his capacity 

to pursuade the .local people should be of a high order. 
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Coombs and Bigelow {1965) do not disagree, but additionally 

focus upon what they re£ er to as the central weakness of the 

United states government's aid e£foa:t, ~hich is that the 

u.s,. aid program is almost wholly devoid of any conscious 

strategy for educational development ... 

.!!ordfil! and ]!.~. f:or,g!gn !id 

The Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan is a country which, as 

of 1982, has a .land area eguivalent to that of the st.ate of 

Indiana.. Kitil. the series o.f border fluctuations which occur 

in the Middle .East, this land area is unstable and .subject 

to change. The population is roughly three million people, 

approximately half of which are Palestinians. The country 

is ruled by a monarch, King Hussein i.bn Talal ibq Abdullah, 

who has been on the throne since 1952 :when he vas seventeeu 

years old. 

The United States, while maintaining a major supportive 

role of Israel, has also been a majoJ: contributer to the 

economy of Jordan,. Even before the years that Hussein 

became .its ruler, the a.s,. contributed greatly to its 

support. From 1950 to 1956, the u.s. contributed over a 

third of the total public expenditures for economic 

dcevelopment in Jordan (Harris, 1958, p .. 119) .. 

American aid has gone beyond economic gifts, graut.s, 

and loans however,. As early as 1960, a large number 0£ .Ford 
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Foundation advisors assisted the Jordan D-evelop.ment Board 

long range five and seven year plans (JDB) with producing 

(Mazur, 1972, p. 25fi). 

While military aid 

readily available, the 

figures are 

United States 

not immediately or 

has been a large 

supporter of Jordan 1 s military st.cength,. To the nort.h of 

Zarka, Jordan travelers along the major highways can easily 

see many American built army tanks and M-16 weapons being 

used in military exercises (Roush, 1982). 

The role of private voluntary organizations {P.v.o.•s) 

cannot be discounted. The United States has over twenty 

such organizations functioning in Jordan for various reasons 

ranging from high.er educational counse.ling (i.e. AtHDEAST) • 

to social program implementation (i.e. Catholic relief), and 

agricultural technical assistance {i.e. Near East 

.Foundation). The dollars which these organizations invest 

is not indicative of the actual value of the aid given by 

such organizations, for often the results ace far reaching, 

affecting many generations of the same family (Khouri. 1954, 

p.. 31) "' 

Bhagwati (1970) claims that Jordans per capita receipts 

of foreign aid have been among the h.i,ghest in the \llorld. 

Mazur's research (1979) shows that from 1958 until 1967, 

most of Jordans foreign aid receipts came from the United 

States in the form of "budget support", simplJ an outright 
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grant not associated ll1it.h any specific projects. Except for 

the o.s.. Food for Peace program, aid has not .been tied t.o 

particula.r commodities or suppliers. Aid, whether in ·the 

form of outright budget supports or in the form of technical 

assistance, has not been tied to any rBpay1nent plan. As a 

result, after years of large aid inflows Jordan•s 

anticipated debt burden remains lo.w (Mazur, 1979}. 

Technical assistance given to Jordan has been 

administe.red .both through P .. v .. o .. •s and the United states 

Agency for Interna t.ional 

P.v .. o.•s are subcontract.ors 

Development (USAID). Often 

of USAID grants, and thus are 

funded b_y the IJ. s.. government. Such assistance has been 

responsible for the large poultry industry now existing in 

Jordan. In the early 19601 s, Jordan was not self-sufficient 

in any meat source. Today 6 even with the tremendous 

increase in population froE 900,766 in 1961 to over 

3,000,000 in 1982 (Jordan Fertility su.rvey# 1976) I Jordan is 

self-sufficient in the production of poultry, and poultry is 

the only meat source which does not need to be imported into 

Jordan {Personal Conversation, Adib Duafi). 

Since 1974, USAID has sponso.n~d 36 abstracted projects 

to aid in development of Jordan.. Twenty-four of these ar-e 

unclassified.. Administered through both US AID and P .. v .. o,. 's, 

these projects provided <locumentatio.n for the re.search 

performed here. There are 153 P.v.o.•s registered ~ith 
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USAID who are eligible to perform projects in Jordan (Public 

Inquiries Division, IJ .. S. Department of State). 

Models Qf Projg.£1 Planning 
_ith Educational ComEonents 

Models can be as complex or as simple as the designer 

desires to make them. Since a model is merely a 

communication device, the most important factor ls that the 

user can obtain enough information f .com the model to 

accomplish the objectives desired .. 

There is a lack of models designed specifically for use 

wi.th deve.lopment project planning because there ls a lack of 

clearly expressed planning strategies. In the broad arena 

0£ economic development, wh.ich focuses upon macro 

developmental efforts and programs of long duration, many 

models exist. Among these are the Bariloche Latin American 

Illodel (Ruiz, Loiseau, Scolnik, 1979, p.. 63), tJ1e Bachne-

Phillipines model (Wery, Rodgers, and Hopkins, 1979, p. 74), 

and the Drewnowski model (Villaruil, 1979, p. 100). These 

models desire to integrate social and economic planning but 

are all for the long term, or program planning e.fforts~ 

These are generally of a mathematical natu:Le .. Sungupta 

( 1982) reviewed similar models as they L"elated to risk and 

uncertainty in less developed, centrally planned, and 

developed market economies. Desai (1981) developed a 

computable prototype model for economic development which 
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also focused upon program rather than project planning .. 

Probably the type of model most likely to be adequate 

for use with project planning in development would be those 

used in the building and execution of extension p.r:qgrams .. 

There are many such .models i*hich exist for this purpose .. 

Kelsey and Hearns (1963}, Pesson {1966}, Leagans (1955), 

Raudabaugh (1967), and Kok (1962) have all developed models 

which attempt to explain, dif£er.entiate between, and place 

in perspective the elements of t.he programming cycle .. 

Burger and Duvel ( 19 81) in a11 examination o.f these aud 

similar models found that "existing· models do not adegua tely 

suffice as communication tools in imparting the step-by-step 

methodology essential to expertise in the scientific 

construction 

programs .. 11 

construct 

agricultural 

and e.xecution of 

With that conclusion 

their o:wn proposed 

development. While 

agricultural development 

stated, they proceed to 

model f-0r program.med 

their model is an all 

inclusive array of circles vaguely resembling the blueprint 

of an international airport, it does have a section under 

the preparation subheading which guite nicely could .be used 

to teach technicians about some aspects of educational 

components .. There are five steps i.n the designing of a 

communication plan under the Burger Duvel design. They are 

as follows: 

solutions. 

(1) Identify messages in respect to specific 

(2) Decide upon message .seguence, treatment, and 
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(3) Allocate communication 

responsibilities to a vailahle resources .. (4) Design plan 

.for interim evaluation.. (5) Draw up wm:-k calender. Tlds 

sectional overview o.f the communication plan .is ·the only 

model· found in the literature which suggests coordination 

and integra·tion of some educational components into 

development p.lanning, and as such it still falls short of 

what is felt to be needed. 

One reason for the lack of adequate models .in 

development is offer-ed 

building of universal 

by Rao ( 19 81) rwho sugges·ts the 

models is a dif ficu.lt task which 

social sciences may not as yet 

comment however that attempts 

planning change should take 

considera·tion .. 

be ready for. He 

at mode.l bui.lding 

local condi tio.ns 

does 

when 

into 

The review of li·tera ture examined pertaining to models 

of developme.nt using educational components showed a lack of 

such models. A .few reasons ,may be presented for this gap. 

It may be that existing models are of such a broad and 

general nature t.hat the use of educational comp<.>nents is 

subsumed beneat.h a more general heading a.nd the literary 

explanations of the models failed to elucidate the point .. 

If this is the case, the models :fail as communication 

devices. It may be that assumptions are held by ·the model 

builders that such activities are of an attendant nature to 
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the more important realm of technical assistance and as such 

are to be the responsibility of the host country. If this 

is the case, the model builders are erroneously assllining a 

level of educational competence in the developing country 

which does not exist. Perhaps in all of the concentration 

on planning for the long range, progcam type developmental 

assistance, little attentio_n was given to the general 

education 0£ the .indigenous public concerning the individual 

projects. Often planners and administrators .are so immersed 

in the many complexities of the ef_fort that they cannot 

contemplate the fact that others may be unaware of their 

work. Perhaps the assumption is that the technical 

assistance being offered is thought to be so innovative and 

so wonderful that word of mouth alone ~ill carry news of it 

to the public. As a result, the masses shouJ.d flock liith 

eager minds to consume the new technology. Any or all of 

these suppositions may accnuut for the lack of .models 

relative to development projects and educational components. 

Whatever the reasons, the gap exists. 



Cha_pter 3 

RESEARCH tlETHODOLOGY 

In order to assemble a.11 the necessary 

exa.mine the research questions in this study, 

inquiry required t.hree research strategies. 

.information to 

the method of 

1'.his chapter 

presents the strategies, justification for their use, and 

statistical procedures which were performed upon the data. 

The three strategies utilized were document a.nalysis, 

survey, and case study.. While .some resea.rch is adequately 

performed with one of these strategies, it was felt that to 

obtain the most complete, unbiased .set of data all 

strategies were necessar_y. Given the special 

characteristics of development re.ports mentioned in Chapter 

1, certain weaknesses of document analysis must be 

considered. A survey where anonymity is guaranteed is the 

best method to circumvent bias which may be inherent in the 

documents. The case study, while more subjective than the 

other two research strategies, is the most appropriate 

met.hod to use in e,xamining a single p:co ject designed to 

exempli:fy the implementation of educational components in 

foreign aid development projects. 

39 
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The interfacing of research methodologies# strategies# 

and outcomes are displayed in Figure 3-1,. Technig ues were 

performed concurrently as circumstances permitted so that a 

timely and efficient effort would accrue. 

Qocument Analysi2 

The project reports ~hich summarize the implementation 

of projects in Jordan over the last eight years were 

examined using a technique knoJR11 as cont.e.nt analysis .. 

Conbrnt analysis is one of four approaches used in ·textual 

analysis.. For the purposes of this study# content analysis 

was selected over analytical semantics# structuralism, or 

hermeneutics. Content analysis is 

for quan ti·tati ve analysis of texts 

principally a technigue 

or other outputs of 

communication., such as developlllent project reports. Since 

this study had no reason to examine semantics or 

compositional structure, the other for.ms of textual analy.sis 

were disregarded.. ·rhe basic requirements of content 

analysis are that they be systematic and objective 

(Lindkvist, 1981 # p. 34}. Another req ui.cemeut is that the 

procedures used should be re1ia,ble (Isaac., 1972, p. 9). 

Systematic and objective analysis refers to examination in a 

methodical manner without prior conceptions of the outcome. 

Whi.le these tenets were adhered to, the reliability 

requirement needs more explanation. 



Table 3-1 

Integration of Research Methodology - Overview 

Technique 

Content Analysis 
(Document Analysis) 

Survey 

Case Study 

Strategy 

1. Secure list of USFADPs 
in Jordan-last 8 years 

2. Request abstracts from 
A.I.D. information 
Retrieval System 
(Washington, DC) 

3. Examine Document 
Content 

1. Visit A.I.D. declassi-
fied document section 
(Rosslyn, VA) 

2. Extract names of action 
officers 

3. Submit names of action 
officers to Department 
of State F.0.I. officer 
for contact 

4. Survey available 
respondents 

1. Review records of 
Domestic Rabbit 
Production Project 

2. Select information per-
tinent to this study 

Outcomes 

1. Extraction of educational 
component strategies 

2. Development of Chronological 
Sequencing of Strategies 

3. Development of Frequency 
Analysis (Apparent Strategy 
Preference) 

4. Compilation of total educa-
tional strategies listing 

1. Validation of Projects 
2. Securing of subjective impres-

sions of officers toward 
success with educational 
components 

3. Securing of other subjective 
open ended comments not in-
cluded in reports 

1. Presentation of Educational 
Component of DRPP 

2. Presentation of rationale for 
including strategies 

3. Presentation of subjective 
impressions concerning results 
of educational component 
implementation 

+"" ...... 
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The cciterion of re.l ia.b ili t y is 

methodological requirement of content analysis. 

a standa.rd 

The demand 

is for epistemic .independence, or "that regardless of who 

does the analysis, the same data should be secured" (Andren, 

1981, p. 54). .Reliability .must., however, be explained 

relative to the type of content analysis performed .. 

There are three types o.f content analysis lti'hich include 

syntax, semantics, and pragmatics. This study used the 

syntactic approach \ihich refers to procedures which class:ify 

content according to the psychophysical p:roperties of the 

sign, or in this case, the educational component. The other 

two types of content analysis are semantic and pragmatic. 

Since t.he number of times a.n educational component was used 

in the projects was counted, there was no need to classify 

the component by its e.ffect nor to count the .number of times 

the referent strategy was listed.. The observations made 

within a syntactic inv-estigation were rather simple and the 

procedures employed were uncomplicated. 

Th~s type of content analys~s is straight £orward and 

can .be duplicated by the act of counting.. The reliability 

criterion could be easily .satisfied by recounting the 

strategies, as in a test-retest reliability examination 

{Andren, 1981). 

The systematic examination of the documents followed 

these patterns. 
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reports per 
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educational components fro.m the 

definition of Educational 

{2) Separate educational compone.nts into the 

di.fferent educational strategies. 

(3) Catalogue the educational strategies as to 

their similarities. 

(4) Compare/contrast the educational strategies 

as to number of times used {£reguency) • 

(5) Compare/contrast educational strategie.s with 

strategies used in case study. 

Surve,Y 

In order to validate the p:.:oject documents, and to by-

pass some problems which may exist in the content analysis 

of the documents, a survey guaranteeing respondent ano11y.mity 

was sent to action officers o.f each project. Si.nee 

anonymity was assured, those surveyed felt free to resp9nd 

to tile Likert type, Yes-No, and open-ended questions more 

freely and truth.full.Y than they had in the documents. 

The survey population was the action officers who were 

direc·tly involved with the project duri.qg it•.s planning 

and/or implementat.ion.. The individuals may have been in 

sta£f planning positions, technicians either tempora.i:ily or 

permanently assigned, or liaison personnel who were 
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responsible ·for coordination of the effort. 

Survey sampling using questionnaires with a census 

populat~on required the use of uncomplicated statistical 

procedures. Since no inferences could be made to a general 

population, no inferential statistical procedures were used. 

Although samples have several advantages over a complete 

census (Kish, 1967, p. 18}, it was felt that for this study, 

and given a relatively small population size, more useful 

information could be obtained from a census population 

survey. 

desired 

A survey instrument was 

information .• It was 

developed to 

field tested 

obtain the 

with five 

individuals who had previously served as action of.ficers in 

foreign aid development projects.. As a result of their 

reco.mmendations, t.he survey -was modified and used. 

of the final instrument is in Appendix c .. 

Case Stud.:y 

A copy 

In a tradi tiona.1 case study, the method of examination 

is tlirough the use of document analysis and interview 

techniques. Compared to a survey study, which tends to 

examine a small number of variables across a large sample of 

units, the case study tends to examine a single unit across 

a large number of va.riab1es and conditions (Mayer and 

Greenwood, 1980). 

Certain advantages existed .i.n this case study.. The 
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advantage of depth provided the researcher :with insight into 

a develop.ment 

lacking. The 

project in Jordan which 

case study, .being 

would be otherwise 

an ex post facto 

examination, allowed for unobtrusiveness and thus allowed 

only li.mi bed danger of experimenter-subject interaction~ 

The case study examined a project WAic.h was specifically 

intended to utilize educational components to ·the best 

advantage possibl-e in a short term development project.. 

Threats to the validity and reliability of: case .studies 

could possibly overwhelm the advantages. Subjective 

interpretations of the researcher, who J.Vas the action 

officer for the project, concerning qua.litat.ive aspects of 

the endeavor could influence the findings. Selective 

judgements could assign certain aspects a high or low value, 

or place them in one context rather tha.n another. However, 

given the secondary intention of the project which was to 

use education to promo·te awareness and facilitate progress, 

the examination of th.e project could serve as a bas.is for 

comparison with other projects and also serve as a po·tential 

model for future projects. 

A conscious effort was made to eliminate researcher 

bias in the performaace of the case study. .For this reason, 

the case study kept to a more guantitative, and less 

qualitative method of examination. 

chosen over evaluations of merit, 

Statements of fact were 

but conclusions drawn 
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later in the study comparing this project with prior efforts 

did go .beyond a basic assu:mption that more was better ... 

Treatment 0£ Dat!!, 

outcomes of the methods used in this stud1 were {a} the 

extent and scope of educational compo.nents .integrated .into 

development projects in Jordan in the last eight years, (.b} 

percept.ions held by action of:ficers 

their effectiveness and success 

of the.se projects as to 

0£ the educational 

components, and (c) an in-depth examination of a project 

specifically oriented toward using educatio:na1 components in 

Jordan .. 

Often treatment of data refers to statistical 

procedures applied to quantitative accumulations relative to 

particular variables. The o.nly quantitative data which was 

available for such analysis were survey r:esponses.. Since 

the survey was a census, no infen~.nces were made beyond 

Jordan. As a result., no statistical procedures were 

performed except frequencies and means .• 

This study treated the data in a different method than 

traditionally is common. After extraction of individual 

strategies from the educational components of the projects, 

a chronology was developed,. The chronology established :when 

each type of educational strategy ~as most popular. By 

recording -which strategies were in vogue over a period of 
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time, trends were observed. This was accomplished by 

listing common educational strategies in chronological o.i::der 

o.f the projects themselves. .As a result of establishing the 

chronology, a pattern evolved, which gave an .indication of 

the preferentia.l use of spec.Lfic educationa.l strategies by 

pr-o ject planners over the eight years exami.qed. Trends .were 

discussed as to both the number and types of educational 

strategies used during that time period. 

With the above treatments, answers to the five research 

questions were 

answers were the 

Six4 

formulated .. Conclusions relative 

basis for recommendations made 

to these 

in Chapter 



Chapter 4 

A CASE STUDY OF THE 
DOMESTIC RABBIT l?RDDDCTION PBOJECT 

Jordan, 1981-82 

The Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan, an arid land :with a 

population of approximately three million people, is a 

country which has been ruled by one ma.n for nearly thirty 

years,. King Hussein ibn Talal ibn Abdullah has been the 

monarch of Jordan since 1952. With a careful blend of 

political expertise and charisma, he .has managed to achieve 

economic growth and relative internal stability in an area 

of the world where wars, fear, and pqverty have been 

commonplace. One of the sources of his stre.ng th has been 

the Bedouin people,. who are considered the original 

population of the area (Nyrop, 1979). 

~he no.madic Bedouin people, Mh.ile long time su.pporters 

0£ the King, have been the group most changed by current 

developmental occur:cences. While Jordan has been the 

recipient of Palestinian refugees from wars in 1948, 1967, 

and 1973, these people have gone to urban areas. In the 

late 1970 1 s the Palestinian population was variously 

measured at. 60 to 80% of ·the population 0£ Jordan (Nyrop, 

48 
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1979). As a result, economic reform has been concentrated 

upon these areas.. In 1976, the Hinistry of Information 

stated that over 60i of the population were urban dwellers, 

almost 37% resided in villages, and no more than 3% were 

nomads or semi nomads {Nyrop, 1979) • T11 us, it may he 

concluded that the Bedouins have moved largely to the 

villages and 

result, the 

have ceased ·thei.r nomadic existence.. As a 

need for knowledge of ho-w to survive in an 

agricultural/ past.oral rather t.han nomadic life has bec..o.me 

imperative .. 

Agr ic ul t_!!f:al Need§ 

Kith the influx 

agricultural base of 

of many people into 

the country which 

Jordan, the 

was marginally 

adequate prior to 1967 has been greatly weakened. 

Additionally, consolidation of the population into urban 

areas ha.s decreased the agricultural producers. In only a 

two year period, from 1972 to 1975, east bank labor engaged 

in agriculture dropped from 105,000 to 73,000. An 

additional irnrden is the fact that in 1979, only five 

percent of the country's nearly 9.1 million hectares were 

cultivable. The balance of payments, the .import-export gap, 

has grown steadily in Jordan even though there .has been 

considerable growth in exports,. In 1978 the gap was US$1.3 

billion .. A large portion of this is due to the importation 
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of foodstuffs (Nyrop, 1979). 

As a result of concern about the cost# availability, 

and quality of food; the government of Jordau, throug.h t.b.e 

Ministry of Agriculture, has requested and received 

assistance from governments a.nd private organizat.ions 

throug.hout Europe and the United States. The major 

assistance effort of the U.nited States has been channeled 

th.rough the Agency for International Development. In 1980, 

sixteen American private voluntary organizatio.n.s (P .. v.o. 1 s) 

were doing some type of work in Jordan. The two most 

directly involved with food production were the Near East 

Foundation (NEF) and Ford Foundation {TAICH Country Report, 

1980). In addition to P .. v.0 .. 1 .s, agricultural assistance has 

come from Germany and Sweden.. The Ger.man government has 

been involved w.ith upgrading veterinary practices through 

the West German aid agency, Kredita:nstalt Fur Wiederaufban 

(K.FW).. Swede.n has assisted with the development of a modern 

dairy complex used as a research statio-a by ·the government. 

The production of lives·tock. for human consumption has 

been a problem in that the majori·ty o:f the land is not 

suita.b.le .for pasture or the raising of cz:ops as .feed.. This 

condition, along with the population increase and 

redistribution over the last twenty years .has caused a local 

red meat shortage in Jordan. 

In 1962-63, responding to a reguest fcom the Jordanian 
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government, the Near East .Foundation supported an effort to 

promote the p·roduction and consumption of chicken in the 

country. In 1981 the on.ly meat which ·was sufficie-ntly 

p.roduced in quantity in tile country of Jordan to feed the 

people was chicken. Even this loca.lly produced, highly 

effective nutritive effort is dependent upon feed which must 

be imported from other countries~ The benefit is that 

feedstuffs can be purchased, transported, processed and 

stored at a much lower cost thall can the meat. 

fresh meat is made available. 

Further, 

In an effort to diversify the nutritional base of the 

Jordanian consumer, the government of Jordan through t.he 

Ministry of Agriculture contacted the Near East Foundation 

in early 1981. The reguest was for technical assistance in 

the production of domestic rabbits as another meat source. 

Jordan imported about 200,000 pounds of rabbit me.at annually 

in 1980 (Persona.l Conversation, Dr. Mohammed Kam.al, 1981). 

The rabbit, thought to .be a viable addition to the diet of 

the consumer, was thus considered as a prime source of 

animal protein which could be produced locally. 

The Bedouin population, settled in villages, had 

continued to graze some goats a.nd sheep, and o"ften raised 

chic.kens. This e£f ort was adegua te f o.c personal use but did 

not add to the volume required by the urban areas.. Chickens 

had been mass produced by com.me.i:cial interests to supply the 
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nonagricultural population. It was felt that# given the 

appropriate technology, domestic ra.bbits could be caised by 

the settled Bedouins and also commercially produced to meet 

the urban consumption q:uotas. 

The .Production Situation 

The Department of Animal Production is a sub unit o.f 

the Ministry of Agriculture in the country o.f Jordan. It is 

responsible for the regulation of animal production within 

the country.. Additionally# it is responsible for research 

into animal 

derived as 

management and 

a result of 

the development of inf orruation 

this research.. A seconda.['y 

responsibility derived as a result of the re.search function 

is the dissemination of superior breeding stock to private 

and commercial producers along with information a.bout modern 

production methods. 

The research/production stations in Jordan are 

specialized with each havi.ng responsibilities for some 

general research and some specf ic reseaa:ch. There are from 

four to seven research stations funct.ioning in Jordan at any 

given time~ The research statiGn located about twenty five 

kilometers south of t1ada.ba, Jordan along K.ing•s Highway i.s 

known as Wadi :Walla .. It was the initial location of the 
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highly success.ful introduction of chickens to Jordan in 

1962-63. In addition to re.search currently performed :upon 

olives, goats, and lemons, Wadi Walla .has been the sight for 

the last eight years of an attempt to successfully produce 

domestic cabbits.. The concept .is similar to other countries 

such as Ghana, Nepal, Jamaica, and Antigua which have a 

central breeding and distribution center (Owen, et al, 

1977). Research has shown that in the early stages of 

development, management and housing systems have ma.cginal 

success (Owen, 1981) ~ This .has been the case in the Jordan 

situation. 

Due to a lack of adequate information about modern 

production techniques, the numbers of young produced per doe 

{female) per year, the filortality per litter• and the 

subsequent requests for and availability of stock were low 

at Wadi Walla.. T.he government author-ities were aware of the 

nutritional information a.bout rabbit meat. With a protein 

perceRtage of twenty one and a .low caloric c.ontent, ;rabbit 

ranks higher in protein and lower in calories than beef, 

pork 1 lamb, or chicken (Roush and Bromley, 1981). As a 

result, the desire was to continue to produce rabbits if the 

technology and equipment could be made available in Jordan .. 
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The organi~ational Situation 

The structure of government and the design of 

extension situation are closely interwoven in Jordan .. 

the 

The 

King of Jordan has reporting to him the seven Ministers. 

The Ministers have reporting to them the heads of the 

various major Departments. In the agcicultural sector, the 

Minister of Agriculture is responsible for all concerns in 

that area, whether at the national or village level.. To 

assist in both gathering and disseminating a.gricultucal 

inf or ma ti on, an agricultural extension system exists whic.b. 

includes t.welve units located at strategic cities thcoughout 

the country. At each of these units there are four to eigh·t 

agricultural engineers. An agricultu:ca.1 

equivalent of an extension agent. 

engineer is tiae 

The agricultural 

engineers are college educated in agricultu:i::al areas.. Their 

specific area of expertise may or may not be the .focus of 

their current responsibilities .. 

The Faculty of Agriculture at Jordan University has 

been developed through .both. grants from other countcies, 

interaction with other universit.ies, most particularly 

Washington State University, and special allocations and 

incentives from the Jordanian government. It offers a 

baccalaureate degree at thB end of four years of study. 

Assignment of students to the agriculture curriculum is done 

by placement scores rather than personal _preference of the 
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stude-nt~ In rare situations the University will work with 

the extension system 

integrated vith the 

but since the extension system is .not 

university as in the United States 

system, th.ere is no .natural sharing o-f either research or 

educational personnel .. 

government .has overt interest. in any 

communications systems with.in the country, The single 

television station, JTV, is government 011.ned and controlled. 

Censorship occurs if .believed to be £or the national good .. 

The two newspapers, Al Arai and Al Duston£ are similarly 

controlled a.s is the radio network .. 

Each Ministry has a public information department and 

these departments have speci.fic contacts with the 

communications networks. The promotion of any item of 

concern to the respective Ministry is thus a relatively easy 

matter. The organizational structure is designed to 

alleviate bureaucratic hindrances,. 

The private and comme.ccial agriculture producers are 

all served by the Ministry of Agriculture in a number of 

ways. The 

Ministry to 

producers 

have stocilc. 

must obtain permission from the 

They must submit to unannounced 

visits frora Ministry personnel at any time. They must 

acguiesce to requirements set foe sanitatio.n and health .• 

They, however, 

the Ministry. 

can request in£ormation and assistance from 

I:f an agent cannot supply assistance, an 
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agricultural engineer from the main o:ffice in Amma.n will 

arrange to visit the producer.. Ou site visits are ofte11 

per:formed as a result of some media in.tormat.ion in£orming 

the producers of new technology,. Specia.lists at the Amman 

of:fice are available in the areas of veterinary medicine, 

poultry scie.nce, fish science1 dairy production, goat 

production, honey production/apiaries, and as a result of 

this p.coject, rah.bit production,. 

Technical Planning 

In order to allow rabbit production to flourish in the 

most efficient manner in Jordan, a modern technology had to 

be introduced .. It vas recognized that the Bedouin or the 

small producer would not be in 

advantage o.f the more modern 

a financial position to take 

facilities required by the 

modern technology.. It was deciued, therefore, that the 

basic technology could be adapted to the .more s_partan 

materials and resources .available to tile villager without an 

inordinate amount of technology loss. 

Prior to the intervention of modern tech11ology, the 

rabbit production situation at Wadi Walla was a combination 

of infused German technology and evolved Jordanian efforts,. 

There were 25 double units given as a gi.ft from a German 
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development organizatio.n,. These units u·tilized plastic 

nestbo.x:es and were supported by metal 1egs and an angle iron 

frame... An atte.mpt to duplicate the cage wit.bin .Jordan 

required 45 Jordanian Dinars or U.5$135 for a double uni·t .. 

T.he price ·was seen as prohibitive .. 

The less modern but .more economically feasible cages 

were poured concrete with wire floors.. There were many 

atten-dant problems with these uni ts. They were l)O-t mobile, 

fostered disease, kept out sunlight a.nd cool breezes, were 

difficult to clean and made checking .stock very ti.me 

consuming. Also, cages were in three different .locations .. 

. The manageme.nt vas haphazard. Nestbo:x bedding material 

was cotton, which !!las easily soiled.. Nest.box size was 

immense, allowing neiiborn litters . to separate, lose heat, 

and die.. Fostering practices were done by swabbing new.born 

with urine from the receiving 

on straight numbers born a.nd 

doe. Records were kept only 

weaned. Feed quality and 

intake was not closely mon.itored .. 

The strategy to be introduced was to a.lleviate the 

above conditions. Nev cages of a lighter weight welded wire 

were to .be constructed.. A ne.stbox differing in style. size, 

and com.position was to be tried, a.s was a ne,w nesting 

material.. .An automatic ,wate.ring system was to .be added to 

eliminate contaminated water. All rabbits were to be moved 

to a central location wh€re .manage.ment could be performed .. 
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Records were t.o be updated to inc.lude feed trials .for feed 

conversion rates. 

As a result of the newl.y introduced technology, the 

Wadi Walla Rabbitry :was intended to serve as a researc.h 

unit, a production un.it for .seed stock, and as a mode.l 

facility fo_r commercial produce.rs. It was to be a vi·tal 

link in the National Plan for research development and 

superior stock dissemination.. As a final element, the 

incorporation of an imported stcain of meat type rabbits 

into the already acclimated stock would add a broader 

genetic base to the resident rabbit herd. 

~ducational Planning 

such an exhaus-tive technological effort cou.ld infuse 

the best techniques which have yet been devised but :without 

a correlated effort to create interest, awareness, and 

curiosity a.bo11t .ra.bbit production, there would have been no 

reason to do it,. Also, the current a.nd future a9ricultural 

leaders o.f Jordan needed to be informed and educated about 

the value, reproductive capa.b.iliti·e.s, and econo.ltlic 

advantages to be derived £rom the p.z:-oductio~ and consumption 

of rah.bits'"' Making these leaders feel that they are a part 

o.f the new .. innovation would more readily guarantee 

acceptance at the intermediate and J.ower levels of 

agricul·ture in Jordan. 
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The educational component integrated wi·th the technical 

component was intended to supplement areas of :weakness and 

complement areas of strength in the original p:roject design. 

Areas of llfeakness were the lack of info.rmation pqssessed by 

most Jordanians about domestic rabbits, the lack of 

recognition of the rabbit as a viable meat source by 

agricultural authorities, a.nd the lack of knqv1edge by 

producers as to both resources availa.b.le ·to them and to 

mode.rn technological methods. A.reas of strength were 

acceptance of the rabbit as a viable alte.rnativ.e protein 

source by the government officials, access to media 

channels, an established extension network, and a system of 

higher education which emphasized agr.icultural production .. 

In the original agreement between the Near East 

Foundation and the Ministry, six objectives were agreed up~>.n 

before t.he beg.inning o.f the project.. The objectives were: 

( 1) Develop.ment of t.he rabbit section of the Ha di 

Wal.la farm, 

(2) Establish a system for distribution of 

breeding rabbits to farmers, 

{3) Training of animal production staff at the 

Ministry of Agricu:lture, 

(4) Visiting p.r.ivate rabbit :farms a.nd advisiIJ,9 

producers on all phases of animal productio;q, 

(5) Development of a Na·tiol)al Plan for rabbit 
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pcoduction in Jordan, a.nd 

(6) Write pub1icatio:ns and bulletins for Jorda.n 

to he ·translated into Arabic. 

The original objectives of this project i:nc.luded three 

educational 

They were 

strategies withi:Q. the educational 

to trai:n the Ministry staff, vi.sit 

component .. 

and advise 

producers, and vr.ite Jordanian publications and bulletins .. 

After discussions .between N.EF, the Ministry 

counterpart, and the technician, an agreement was derived 

which expanded the educational componen-t tq include 

additional strategies.. The new educational component 

consisted of strategies whic.h would use more of the 

available media and concentrate upon outreach as well as 

education.. The educational strategies which were eveirtually 

implemented and the media channels tihic:h were utilized 

resulted in a comprehensive effort of accomplished out,reach, 

oxientation, awareness, and education. 

Develg2men~ Implementatioy 

It is difficult to s,pecifical.ly extract education as an 

entity from the implementation of a new technology .. 

Education and implementation overlap and interweave in many 

areas.. .For the purposes herein, any learning which occurred 

in the process of setting up a physical plant and arranging 
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for physical supports shall not be considered as a ,part o.f 

the educat.ional component-» The necessary learning which 

occurs as a .feed mill owner or meat processor is contacted 

to support the technological effort., although des.i.rable, is 

not considered overt education. Given this understanding, 

this section will describe ifilplementation 0£ the technical 

component, and separately, .implementation 0£ the specified 

educational strategies in the educational component. 

,Iectmical Implementation 

As a result of an initial evaluation performed by the 

technician during the first two weeks of the project, a 

needs assessment indicated that costs to implement the 

necessary technological changes vould reguire more than 

doubling the initial $4,000 budget. As a result 0£ 

comprofilises and agreements between various Ministry 

departments and the Near East representative, the Jordan 

government agreed to supply permanent fixtures, bui.ldings, 

and semi-skilled labor to modi£y the existing structures .. 

The foundation also agreed to increase the budget by nearly 

one hundred percent. A breakdown of the NE.F budget is shown 

in Table 4-1. 
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Table 4-1 

Domestic Rabbit Production Project 
Final Approved Budget and Expenditures 

(Assuming Con version Bate of 333 .Fils/U. s .. $) 

Budget Line 
Item Approved 

Cages 

Nestbo.xes 

Watering System 

Feeders 

Ra·tions* 

Rabbits 

Miscellaneous 

TOTALS 

Total Total 
Approved Spent 

$4200 $4041.67 

$300 $290.70 

$675 $259.17 

$750 

$750 

$1()50 

$225 

$7950 

$1020.00 

$0.00 

$1727 .. 70 

$315 .. 93 

$7655.17 

--------------
Budget 
BalaQce 

$158.33 

$9.30 

$415.83 

-$270. 00 

$750 .. 00 

-$677.70 

-$90.93 

$294.83 

(*) This line item was approved as part 0£ the .budget but 
was later dropped £rom the budget. by approval of NE.F 
specialist and Host representative,. Feeders were 
subseguentlJ higher in cost due to a redesign to accomodate 
£iber as well as pellets. 
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A design for the re.modeling of the existing building 

Mas given to the masonry workers early in the project. The 

necessary addition of an of£ice, partitions to increase 

management efficiency, and window .cedesign to e11hance 

-environmental conditions were being performed from the 

onset ... 

A survey of market potentia.l showed an absence of 

crucial .basic hardware materia.ls. No type o.f we.lded wire 

existed in Jordan. After visiting a wire fabricator and 

building a sample cage from the ensuing product, a decision 

was made to import wire and support materials.. The attempt 

at trying to support the local businesses in this .iQstance 

was not economical. It was much less expensive to import 

wire from Belgium and wire working hand tools from the 

United states of America.. This also was an advan·tageous 

approach because the knowledge of how to build the cages was 

a part of strengthening the eventual self-supporting aspect 

of the project • 

. Feed mills in El Marka and South A.mman lie.re visited 

with the intention of having sample rations 

pelleted specifically for rabbits. 

formulated and 

The technician 

formulated the rations but the lack of availability of 

alfalfa !aay # the large volume required to be made even on a 

•trial' .basis8 and the apprehensions o.f the Jordanian 

counterpart resulted in eventually dropping this item from 
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the budget and using au alternative feeding system. 

Nestbox construction was an essential item which was 

successfully fabricated in Jo.rdan... Near .East .Foundation had 

long been a supporter of a .boy 1 s club in Am.man. This club 

was in reality a home and school to orphaned or .homeless 

boys. In a cooperative effort, the woodworking class at the 

school agreed to cut and cons·truct t.tie nestboxes for a fee 

lower than could be arranged fro.m the retail econqm:y. . Thus 

the school received some extra revenue, the boys rece.ived 

experience, and the project. received good gua1ity nestboxes 

for a reduced cost. 

As a result of the introductio~ of neM cages, neM 

feede.rs were reguired. Additiona.lly, a£·ter deciding upon a 

new f eedstuff rather than the complete rabbit ration in o.ne 

mix, the .feeders 11ad to be .redesigned.. .Fortunately, the 

feeders a.lso could be made in Amman at a .reasonable cost .. 

The watering system Mas fabricated f.i:om plumb.ing 

supplies available in Jordan but the actual dispens.ing 

nipple had to be .imported from the u .. s.A. The addition of 

this system guaranteed a clean water supply to each 

individual cage. 
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The accumulation 0£ materials and intensive 

construction effort began on December 13, 19 81 and by 

January 20, 1982 the physical .facility was complete. At 

this point, the reality of the re_search/production/model 

.facility was accomplished .• 

Educational Implementation 

The implementation of the educational component of this 

project includ-ed many distinct educational strategies.. A 

chronological list 0£ these strategy e.fforts is presented in 

tables 4-2 and 4-3 with a brief description of each 

strategy. The strategies evolved as activities in the 

chronological list unfolded~ 

A comprehensive summary of twenty educationally 

oriented endeavors used in the Jordan project follmrn: 

1. on site visits 'Were Hlade to every rabbit producer who 

:was known by the district extension of fices. This 

£ostered knowledge, a11areness, and good will. 

2. A lecture ser.ies, lasting one month, at University of 

Jordan was given to Senior Animal Production students .. 

This 1tas coupled wit.h a tour of the new Walla facility 

and demonstrations. 
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Table 4-2 

A Chronological Sequence of Educational 

Strategies in the Domestic Rabbit Production Project 

- -- --·-----------------·--------------·--------------------·------------------------------------------------------------
1981 

Octo.ber 4 Reference library begun 

Nove.mber 7 Ar.canged University lecture series 

November 8 Began slide presentation 

November 9 Pamphlet begun {English} 

November 17 Pamphlet begun {Acabic translation) 

November 24 Slide presentation done/tested 

November 30 First newspaper articles _printed 

December 5 First radio program 

.Decem.ber 9 University lecture series begun 

December 13 Nonverbal production sheet 

December 18 Form letters developed 

DecB.mber 22 Linebreeding chart developed 

1982 

January 7 University students tour £acilitJ 

January 9 First television program aired 

January 13 Posters disseminated 

January 23 Open House 

January 25 Research records final:ized into Arabic 

-----------
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Table 4-J 

A Chronological Sequence of 
Producer and .Extension Visits 

---------------------·-·-·------·-·-·-·-------·--------·------·-·----------·--·---·---------------·-----------------
Producer Visits 

1.981 October 15 Amman 

October 22 Dibbeen 

.November 4 North Jordan Valley 

November 7 Suweilah 

November 18 Azrac 

November 28 A:mman 

December 3 Ir bid 

December 10 Jerash 

December 26 Salt 

1982 January 9 Mada.ba 

January 1 1 Amman 

January 22 south Jordan Valley 

Extension District Visits 

1981 October 22 Jerash 

November 5 Am.man 

November 18 Zerk.a & Azrac 

November 23 Maf raq 

December 3 Irbid 

December .26 Salt 

1982 January 5 .t1adaba 

~------~-----~----~ 
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3.. A pamphlet o:f sixteen pages was developed specifically 

for use in Jordan.. It was in Arabic and covered all 

phases of rabbit production. 

4. The Ministry staff was trained to ans;wer production 

questions and serve as resource people. 

5. orientations at t.he Extension District Offices enabled 

t.hem to prepare for questions, and to know of resources 

and resource materials available from the Ministry .. 

6.. Workshops at each 0£ the two year Agricultural Schools 

(Sho.bauk and Kara.k) are to be .presented annually in an 

e:ffort to enlighten and encourage Agriculture teachers 

of the future .. 

7. A slide presentation, produced in Jordan, about the 

nutritional value 0£ rabbits, manage.ment aspec·ts, 

butchering techniques, new innovations in Jorda.n, and 

stock available was developed. 

8. A regular program of research has been instituted which 

shall attempt to uncover solutions to idiosync.raci.es 

present in the Jordan area which may not have been 

resolved elsewhere.. This effort is headed by Dr. Kamel, 

who holds a Ph .. D.. in Nutrition from the University of 

Turkey at Izmeer .. 

9. A reference library was established at the Ministry 

office 0£ Dr. Kamel, host counterpart, so that questions 

in the future can be resolved in the most effective, 
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scientific, and moder~ fashion. 

10. l\ nonverbal management schema -was drawn for use with 

semilit·erate producers.. (Appendix A) 

11.. Television shows ( 1/2 hour each) were aired at prime 

time on Jordan T.V. Channel 3. (7:30 p.m., Saturday) 

telling and showing aspects of :i:abbit production in 

Jordan. The audience for this broadcast 'Was not only 

Jordan but also Syria, Lebanon, Trag, and the Occupied 

West Bank area. 

12. Radio progra.ms were recorded and I:'eleased in total and 

also in serial form over a two week period to local 

col!lmunities all over Jordan. 

1.3. Newspaper articles in the two daily Arabic newspapers 

{Al Ara• i and Al Dus tou.i::) were co.nt inually keeping the 

public informed of progress .bei.ng .made in the promotion 

of domestic rabbits as a meat source. 

14.. A Directory of Producers is being compiled using the 

names of individuals who purchase breeding stock .from 

the Walla Production Center,. 

15. .Posters were disseminated all over Jordan to inform the 

people, both villagers and urban dwellers, 0£ the gains 

to be gotten from raising rabbits.,. 

16. A linebreeding cha.ct for .rabbits :was develop~d in order 

to allow genetic selection to be used .by produce.cs when 

;improv.ing stock. 
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17. The actual building and .blueprinting 0£ the facility at 

Wadi Walla served as a visible example of the highest 

state 0£ rabbit p.roduction technology,. 

18. Form letters were drafted which are to be used by 

prospective producers when writing to foreig.q companies 

about rabbits or rabbit equipment. 

19. An 1 0pe.n House' :was held to cap off the development of 

the Wadi Walla modern production facility. Television 

coverage of this event again gave maximum exposure and 

confirmed the governments interest in and support 0£ 

domestic .rabbits as meat ... 

20. A National Plan for rabbit production was developed to 

coordinate future :integration i.1rto the national 

economy. 

Dev·eloplllent projects are never finished. '!.'he 

participation of the technician and t.he suppqrt of the 

sponsoring organizations may cease but if the development 

effort was well done the ·technology will self-perpetuate and 

grow. As a result, outcomes are difficult to ascertain 

without stating when they l.rere observed. Given the dynamics 

of such efforts, and the variables of economics a.nd politics 

impacting upon the project in the developing country, such 
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terms as •success' or •failure• may not .be appropriate ... 

Longitudinal studies may show :fluctuatio.ns in res11lts.. As a 

result, this section will presen-t so.me of the immediate 

outcomes which were a result of the technical assistance in 

only a five month period, and some of the expectations wh.ic11 

may be logically assumed to evolve over time.. In the 

summary, attention will be focused upon the technicians 

integral role in this development case .. 

Immediate outcomes 

There were improvements in numbers ().n nine selected 

va.riables which occurred .between the beg.inniJ;ig of the 

project and the departure o.f the tech..nician (Table 4-4).. In 

addition to the s·tatistical information, some other outcomes 

were observed. The marginal attitud-a held by many members 

of the Ministry staff about rabbits evolved i.nto one of a 

more positive nature .. 

. Feed companies continued to produce pelleted chicken 

feed and not a complete ra.bbit feed.. The higher protein 

content and the low £iber content were re.solved by utilizing 

a feeder which .held ch.opped fiber in addition to the 

pelleted feed.. In this way the rabbit would .receive bulky 

fiber ~i'hich would reduce .protein intake and producers would 

not need to change feeds .if they kept poultry, but would 

merely need to add fiber/straw to t.he new ration. 
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Table 4-4 

A Comparison of Information - The Domestic 
Rabbit Production Project in Jordan 1981-82 

-----------·---·---~-----· --

1. Number of rabbit 
cages at Walla 

2. Number of rabbit 
cages in use 

3. Number of breeding 
does at Wadi Walla 

4. Average number of litters 
pe_c doe per year 

5. Average number of young 
born per doe per year 

6. Mortality rate per 
litter (% died before 
weaned) 

7. Average number weaned 
per doe per litter 

8. Reguests for information 
on rabbits at the 
MinistI:y per week 

9. Requests for breeder 
stock per month 

* Extrapolation 

September 
1981 

94 

52 

40 

2 

12 

753 

2,. 5 

1-2 

2-3 

January 
1982 

262 

103 

75 

5* 

32* 

253 

6 

10-: 15 

30+ 

----.-:------'_....... __ 
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The importation o:f superior meat type .breeding stock 

was believed to be a factor which would contribute greatly 

to future success in the project. As a resul·t, stock lias 

imported from the United States and housed shortly after 

completion of the facility.. Since the rabbits had come from 

a rabbitry in the U.S ... with similar housing, both adjustment 

time and stress were minimal. 

The extension system was becoming more aware 0£ rabbit 

producers in their area. The system of stoc.k dissemination 

required that producers who purchase the superior Wadi Walla 

stock leave their name .and address with the station manager .. 

At periodic intervals, the extension dist.r:ict office woul.d 

receive a list of all rabbit purchasers who reside i.n their 

rabbit ,producers provides a area. 'l'his directory of 

clearing house to use for information sharing and also a 

reservoir of peer knowledge for new producers .in a district .. 

At the time the technician/consultant ~as departing, a 

f e:e beginnings were noted .. 

1. Interest by the Alon Center of the Ministry of 

Social Deve].op.ment in promoting rabbits in the 

Alo.n Villages thru a UNICEF g.cant. 

2. Juvenile delinguent homes run bJ the 

govern:me.nt :Were contelilplating raising .1:ahbits 

to give the delinquents work and to provide 

food for the homes. 
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3. Catholic Rel:ief Services was examining rabbit 

raising projects at their many lacations. 

4. •rne women 1 s department of the Ministry of 

Social Development saw rabbits as a good work 

project for village women, so t.ha t the 

nutri·tional levels of children may be raised 

by consumption of rabbit meat. Plans were 

bei.ng formulated to implement some pilot 

projects .• 

futur§ Expectations 

While expectations are generally listed in very 

positive ter.ms at the termination of technician involvement, 

realism must play a part i:n truthful predictions.. The 

rabbit industry in Jordan wi.11 probably grow .because of the 

more effective technology, because 

local meat source, because the 

the people need another 

people are aliiare of its 

existence, and because the present and future agricultural 

leaders 0£ Jordan feel comfortable and knowledgeable a.bout 

it. 

However, there are a 

interfere with the growth 0£ 

number: 

this 

of factors 

industry .. 

which ruay 

.If supply 

channels are left unopened, restricted, or hoarded, future 

producers will meet w-ith problems when trying tq 1nodernize. 

If government disincentives occur in tlie form of excessive 
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taxes upon importation o.f materials, excessive processing 

requirements, or a lack of financial support to the research 

station there could .be a slowing of the initial moment.um .. 

Essentially, the future of the rabbit .meat industry in 

Jordan could go forward or backward .. 

materials, and technology could .be 

economically motivated variables .. 

protein, low cost meat still exists, 

The infusio.n of stock, 

stifled .by political or 

The need 

however. 

for high 

The people 

are much more aware o.f the existence of 1:a.bbit meat and its 

value.. The knowledge of hor. to ra.ise rabbits is easily 

available. The educational strategies have left the 

Jordanian people with a sense, howe·ver intangible, that 

ra.bbit meat can help with nutritional de£icie.nces'- The 

tangible facility 

government 

knowledge 

could 

at Wadi Walla, if not supported by the 

be ineffective in the future but the 

and awareness provided by the project's 

cannot be easily educational component, 

forgotten. 

Summary: 

once implemented, 

The Domestic Babbit Production Project was a 

development effort which utilized the abilities o.f the 

technician/consultant in the .many facets of the aid process. 

The training of the technicia,o 

areas both supplementary and 

had# fortuitously, 

complementary to 

been in 

project 
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objectives .. In this particular case, the sponsor was 

willing to give, and the technician was villing to accept 

responsibility for many elements~ The technician therefore 

vas central in the early assessment, planning, and 

subsequent implementation o.f the project. 

At the conclusion of technician involvement, there 

existed between all parties concerned a .feeling of 

satisfaction that obligations had been completed and initial 

objectives had been reached. This sense of accomplishment 

may have been valid but there is a need to know the source 

0£ satisfaction. 

as p.leased if 

technology? Did 

~ould the actors in this process have been 

thec:e had bee.n only the i11fusion of 

the inclusion of a lai::ge educational 

component integrating many educational strategies contribute 

greatly to the holistic feeling of a successful beginning 

toward a new industry? 

Whatever the mix of compo.nents which combined to elici·t 

the feeling o:f accomplishment, the single technician was t.he 

principal actor. Often the technological expertise of a 

consultant/technician is the prime concern o.f agencies :which 

place specialists in developing countries,,, The criterion of 

technical expertise is of utmost importance when introducing 

a new tec.hnology. Th.is element may overshadow the 

importance of familiarity with, and ability to iltili:ze 

educational strategies within the country. 
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The impact that an educational component can, have when 

integrated with a technically oriented projec-t is not 

specifically known. At the co.nclusion of technician 

involvement with a development effort 1 a difficulty exists 

in assessing the value/impact of the separate co1npqnents and 

to what ex.tent they affected the tota.l i.mple.mentat.ion and 

relative success of the project. In the foregoing case, the 

technician placed emphasis upon the educational coIDponent. 

Much of the education, outreach, and awareness was do.ne 

because o_f the technician's belief that it ~was essential.. A 

technician can greatly influence and expand upon original 

objectives b_y using educational strategies which are part of 

an educational compone.nt,. The impact o_f the educational 

component upon development outcomes o-f specific foreign aid 

devel.opmen t projects '.Will vary. An assessment of selected 

foreign aid development projects will disclose the extent to 

which educational components are included, and additionally, 

educational stra t-egies 1'hich 

development projects. 

are most effective in 



Chapter 5 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The primary purpose of this study was to assess the 

impact of educational compone.nts which were included in 

United States Foreign Aid projects in Jo.cdan from 1974 to 

1981. The process was performed by case 

analysis, and survey techniques,. The 

method are presented within this chapter .. 

case Study Background 

study, document 

findings of each 

The educational strategies used in the Domestic Rabbit 

Production Project (DRPP) are presented in Table 5-1.. Those 

which -were used also in projects in Jordan which preceded 

the DRPP are listed as to the nu.mber of times eac.n was 

previously used,. 

The additional educational strategies which were added 

by the technician to the o.rigina.lly propqsed educational 

component reguii:ed no additional £inancial expenditures,. As 

in the DR.PP, educational strategies generally cequire more 

of a time co•mitment than a monetary one. This particular 

project .incorporated more specific educational strategies 

78 
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-within the educational component than other projects 

examined in the course of the document analyses .. 

£~~ S!ud1 Outcomes 

The DRPP was intended to he primarily an infusion of 

technology. The original six objectives which 11ere agreed 

upon by both the donor and recipient of the aid wece coveJ:"ed 

.in chapter four. The expansion of the educational component 

to include additional educational strategies ~as recommended 

by the technician and was subsequently agreed upol)~ 

Table 5-1 shows a list of fifteeu educational 

strategies used in the DRPP. Under the mass .media headin:g 

are actually four separate e££oJ:'ts. They specifically are 

.radio, television, ne:wspapers 1 anii paste.rs,. This would 

bring the 

nineteen ... 

number of total educat.ional strategies to 

Of the educational strategies used in the DBPP, seven 

were not noted in the A.I.D. project abstracts as ever used 

in Jordan before.. These seven, noted .by an asterisk {*) in 

table 5-1, are es-tablishment of a model facility, 

development 0£ a national pl:'oductio:n plan, development of 

non vez:-bal materials, compilation of a peer directory, 

developing a slide presentation, orientation of current 

staff, and lecturing at a local university .. 

As a result 0£ the combined technological and 
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educational effort expended by the technician, the host 

positive attitude to-ward the representatives voiced a 

project and hopes for its continued success. Much of this 

attitude was a result of positive public feedback attLihuted 

to the educational strategies which were focused upon 

awareness and outreach. 

It is believed that the increase in both public 

interest and technological advances, coupled :with .increased 

animal productivity as evidenced by the progress noted in 

table 4-4 will allow the rabbit industry in Jordan to grow. 

Additionally, the alllareness, kno1'7ledge, and positive 

attitude toward rabbits which was attributed to use of a 

multi-faceted educatio.nal component .is believed to support 

the technical colilponent and to have helped develop a 

successful new livestock industry .. Factors which may serve 

to constrain that industry were di..scussed in chapte.i: four .. 
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Ta.ble 5-1 

Educational Strategies U.sed in th·e 
Domestic Rabbit Production Project 

Educational Strategy 

Establish Research Program 

Extension Publication 

Mass .Media (Radio/TV/Newspaper/Posters, etc,.) 

Model Facility Established 

National Production Plan Developed 

Nonverbal Materials 

On Site Visits (Observation tours) 

open House (Field Days} 

Peer Directory Established 

Reference Library (Information system) 

Slide Presentation 

Sta£f orientations 

T.raining of Individuals 

University Lecture Series 

Workshops (In Service} 

*These seven strategies had not previously been 

Number of 
times used 
in other 
projects 

2 

2 

3 

O* 

O* 

O* 

3 

1 

O* 

-4 

O* 

O* 

39 

O* 

1 

documented by A.L.D .. abstracts as ever used before 

in Jordan development projects. 
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QQcumen!_ !_naly§is J!ackgz:oy!!d 

In the document analysis section of the research, 

i.nfor.mation about planned attempts at education as an 

integral part of development projects in Jordan was 

examined.. The procedure was to read each document, and 

extract any information which was interpreted. per the 

definition of educational component, as being of au 

educational nature~ No regard was given to whether or not 

the A.-I.D. in:formation retrieval system had designated the 

project as having education as a part of its sta·ted mission .. 

Documents used by the Agency for International 

Development follow a si m.ila:c seguence for each project. 

Each document. represents a subsequent level in the process 

of development project evolution. A list of the documents, 

acronyms associated with them, and a brief descriptio.n of 

each function is in Table 5-2.. The documents used to gather 

information about educational components in the selected 

A .. I. D.. projects we.re abstracts o.f the origi.nal project 

papers he.ld in the library of the u.s,. De_partment o.f State 

in Wa.shington, D. c .. 
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Table 5-2 

A List of Documents Used In T.he 
Phases of an A .. .I.D. Foceig.n Aid Pr:oject 

Document Acronym 

Project Identification 
Document P.I.D. 

Project Paper P~P. 

Project Authority for P.A.P. 
Financing 

Project Agreement PROAG 

P-Series 

.Project Implementation PIOT 
Order/'l'echnical 
Services 

Project Imple.mentation PIO.P 
Order/Participant 
Training 

Project Implementation PIOC 
Order/Commodity 
Procu:cement 

Evaluation Series 

Management Review 

Project Evaluation 
Summary 

Terminal Project 
Evaluation Project 

PBS 

TPER 

·-------Purpose 

First Thought, Idea 

Pre-Feasibility. Feasibility, 
Goals, Purpose 

Authorization £or Funding 

Lists Involved 
Ins tit utions/Organiza tions 

Requisition Orders 

Reg uisi t.ion for 
Technical Se.i:vices 

.Requisition for 
Participant Preparation 

Beguisitio11 for 
Comm9di ties 

Annual, Used as 
management tool 

Interim Evaluations 

Final .Evaluation 
, _____ ..._ ___ _ 
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Justification .for the use of these documents in deference to 

the many other doculllents used in developmental e£f or ts is 

two.fold. First, the focus 0£ this study was t.o examine 

educational components intentionally included as part of t.he 

active planning process. These documents are aligned with 

that stage in the development process. Secondly, the 

concentration of essential information included in the 

abstract format afforded efficient use of analyzing time,. 

Document !tnalyses 

Of the 42 projects listed by the A .. I .. D .. lihcary as 

having been in Jordan, 36 were abstracted and available. Of 

the six projects which 111ere unabstracted, th.I:'ee were still 

in the project paper stage, one was combined and assimilated 

:into a later project and thus abstracted within it, and two 

were in the abstraction process,. 

A.I.D. has no specific definition of t.he -term 

educational component. However, A,,.:r.n,. can se.lect from the 

project abstracts, by computer, those projects uith an 

education term. A retrieval resulted in eleven projects of 

the thirty-six which included the term education. Assuming 

that such an identification of projects may be li~ited given 

a narrow definition 0£ education# a further .investigation of 

all a va ila.ble abstrac·ts from the A. I. D. library o_f Jordan 

projects was performed. As a re.sul t, thirteen additional 
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projects •hich incorporated educational components were 

uncovered. Thus, o.f the p.rojects included within th·e 

parameters of this study, twenty-four projects were 

concluded to have an educational componen·t, rather than the 

eleven projects id.entified by the A .. I ... D.. library computer 

retrieval system. 

The number of strategies involved in each educational 

component varied with a range of one to eighVaen. The 

average number of strategies for each project was 2,.86.. The 

average number of strategies for each project ~hich had an 

educational component was 4 .. 29. Seven of the projects with 

educational components had only one educational strategy 

incorporated in the compqnent.. Elimination of the seven 

projects yielded an average number of strategies .for each 

project with an educational component of 6 .. 05.. The projects 

selected by the A.I.D. retrieval system as having education 

had 5~90 average strategies per project~ A summary of th.is 

inf or.mation is in Table 5-3 .. 

Tllere were 103 total strategies included in the twenty 

four projects wit.h educational components.. ManJ of the 

strategies were duplicated in other projects. A breakdown 

of the projects with the strateg.ies of the educational 

component of each are in Appendix B~ 
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Table 5-3 

A Summary of Figures Representing 
Inclusion of Educational Strategies in AID 

Projects in Jordan from 1974-81. 

Number 0£ A.I.D. Projects 36 

Projects with Education selected by A.I.D. 
retrieval system 11 

Projects actually containing Educational 
Component 24 

Total educational strategies 103 

Average educa·tio.na 1 strategies per :project 2.86 

.Average educational s·tra tegies per project 
with an educational componen-t 4.29 

Average educational strategies per project 
from A.I.D. retrieval system 5.9 

Average educational strategies in project 
not identified by A.I.D. 2.92 

Average educational strategies of project 
with two or more strategies 5.65 
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strategies 

strategies .• 

in di v:idua ls, 

strategies 
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six distinct and different educational 

were categorized from the total of 103 

The most widely used .was training of 

which was 

of overseas 

used thirty nine times .. 

education and training 

The 

plan 

development. were each used eight times. 

used o.nly one time each. A breakdown 

•.ren strategies 11ere 

of the tweDtJ six 

di£ferent strategies and the number of times used totally in 

the twenty four educational components is summarized and 

reported in Table 5-4 .. 

The educational strategy listing shows some unusual 

deviations from developmental efforts per.formed in community 

development programs in the United States.. In-service 

tra~ning, and the involvement of community organizations in 

Community Resource Development (CRD) programs are an 

essential part of development efforts in t.he u .. s.. They were 

~t"arely included in the projects examined.. ~ass media 

utilization &1as specifically mefftioned in -0n.ly three 

projects,. The project planners included the establishment 

of a research program in only tuo 0£ the thirty six projects 

examined. 
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Table 5-4 

Breakdown of Educational Strategies and Number 
of Times Used in Twenty-four 

Educational Co.mponents i.n 
Jordan from 1974-81 

Strategy 

Training of Indiv.iduals 
[) evelop Train.i.ng .Plans/Packages 
Overseas Education 
Build Schools 
Establish In.formation System 
Curriculum Improvement 
Demonstrations 
Observation Tours 
Short Courses 
Mass Media 
Educa-te Extension Agents 
Extension Publications 
Establish Research Program 

Training Sites 
on Job Training 
Seminars 
Motivation Techniques 
In Service 
.Field Days 
Adult Literacy Program 
Develop Sister School 

Relation.ships 
Targeted Programs 
Educational Campaigns 
Mini-Surveys 
Informal Communications 
Involve Community Organizations 
Establish Organizations/ 

Government ties 

-
Number of Times Used 

3.9 
8 
8 
6 
4 
4 
3 
3 
3 
3 
2 
2 

2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

1 
·~---~-~-~-~-----·~~~ Total = 10.3 
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Survey Background 

Of the thirty si.x documents abstracted and a vail.a.ble 

through the United State Department of State's .A.I.D .. 

retrieval system, only twenty .fou.r com~plete files were 

available for public scrutiny. They were found at the 

A.I. D. Public .Informatio.n Se.rvice, Rosslyn, Virginia. The 

balance were unavailable due to their current classification 

status. 

Securing a viable list. of names of i:ndi v.iduals :who were 

involved in each project required extraction of the na.mes 

:from the completed, unclassified 

available twenty four files, 

project records,. Of t.he 

only one had no names 

available. Since individuals .involved in foreign a.id 

projects are a highly .mobile group, securing recent 

addresses entailed a se.ries of re•1uest.s and exchanges with 

the Freedom of Information (F .. O ... I.) sectio~ of the 

Department of State .. 

After completing the reg:uired proce.sses, 60 names were 

submitted to the F.o .. I. section .representing 23 of t.he 

projects.. Of the sixty, nine addresses were ev,entually made 

a va.ilable,. Of these, the response i:a te was eigh"t 

representing 35 percent of t.he available p.rojects which .had 

provided names .. 
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~urvgy outcomes 

The survey respondents varied in their relat~ve 

employment positions with regard to the projects.. The 

respondents were asked to respond to eighteen items 

concerning- their impressions of the project and projects in 

general,. .A.lso, they were asked i£ their project included 

any of twenty-one listed educational strategies, and if so, 

to rank the effectiveness of the strategies. The intention 

was two fold. Primarily, the e.ffectiveness o:f each strategy 

as viewed by project personnel, was desired to add an extra 

dimension to the in:formation about the strategies included 

within educational components. Secondly 1 this would serve 

to validate mention in the documents o.f inc.lusion of such 

educational 

included to 

strategies. Three open ended ite.ms were 

elicit coil.men ts not covered by the other 

•1uestions. The survey instrument is 1-ocated in Appendix c,. 

Unfortunately, of the eight surveys returned, three 

were not completed adequately to be used .. 

admitted involvement with the project 

One respondent 

but had no 

recollection of specific aspects of it. Another respondent 

denied having any part in the project, although her name was 

in the project documen·tation.. The th.ird survey was nearly 

void of responses .• 

Of the re.sponses rece.ived, so.me interesting comme.nts 

and comparisons can be made but the low response rate 
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precludes making substantial conc.lu.sions fro.m the data. The 

respondents were two project directo.rs, one backstop 

officer, one liason officer, and one project planner. 

Three projects of tJ1e fi v:e took longer than expected to 

complete.. All three that took longer were said to need 

additional time * Of the three that toqk l<?nger than 

expected, two were planned using an established .model. 

Three project.s had evaluation components .and all three were 

said to be well received by the local people. The only two 

projects that were based upon an established model were also 

the only two projects primarily for agricultural benefit,. 

.&not.her i.nvestigation with a greater respo~se rate may lead 

one to a conclusion that most established development models 

a.re agricultural .in nature.. To make such a conclusion .based 

upon this survey would .be presumptive. Of the five projects 

represented, the .respqndents felt that tI.10 had an 

educational component. The A.I.D.. retrieval system 

qualified one as having education, and the document analysis 

established :four of the .five as having an educational 

component .. 

All five projects were felt by respondents to have been 

well planned.. Tids seems to conflict with responses stating 

that three projects needed additional time. Only five 

educational strategies were rated as to t.heir e.ffectiveness. 

Three rated as highly effective were long range national 
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plans, radio programs, and educating financial institutions. 

Developing markets was felt to be moderately effective, and 

extension semina_cs were noted as bei.ng lolily effective. 

A closely related coIDment ll'as made in the ope~n ended 

section,. oue suggestio.n was not to use extension personnel 

in the educational effort as they were considered neophytes. 

Also, it was .suggested a higher emphasis be placed upon 

private participation, use of text.books, and having more 

meetings -with the public. 

One of the most interesting comments to come out of the 

survey was in response to a question asking £or gene_l.'.'al 

comments about educational strategies in foreign aid 

projects~ It stated educational strategies are 

" .... generally neglected or given lip service only. Ti:ue and 

good strategies 

This generally 

ar0e plotted and reinforced and .i:epetiti ve .. 

is too great a burden when the p_roject 

demands full attention." Such a comment places education in 

foreign aid as outside, rather than integrated vith, the 

project. It also alludes to the contention that strategies 

are repeated in projects due to a familiarity with them and 

as time allo;ws. 

sumfil~£Y o~ Resu1i2 

The preceding sections have presented the information 

gathered about educational components which are a part of 
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aid development projects. 

through the processes of 

This information was 

content (or document) 

analysis, survey, and case study. The results sholN there to 

be similarities between strategies used in prior A.I.D .. 

sponsored development pr-ojects in Jordan and tllose employed 

in the DRP.P,. Additionally, there are seven educat.io.nal 

strategies uncovered in the case study of the DiU?P :which 

were not pi:-eviously documented iu other p.z:ojects .• 

The survey presented information which did little to 

support or refute findings in the docu.ment analyses,. 

Specific matches of survey responses with the corresponding 

documents showed that perhaps theLe is an .infor:mation gap 

between what various project officers are aware of and what 

is espoused by A.I. D. to have occur.r-ed or intended to occur,. 

A .. I.D,. identified eleven projects as having education, but a 

subsequent document analysis discovered an additional 

thirteen projects using education. The next sectio• will 

address the :findings and offer so.me interpretation as to the 

reasons for them. 

Discussion 

Introduction 

The integration of data gathered has enabled 

information about educational components in £oreign aid 
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projects to be discussed. The intent.ion was to examine 

documents which would disclose educational strategies which 

have been incorporated into the educational component of 

f oceign aid projects .. Additiona.lly, a case study 0£ a 

pL"oject which .intended to utilize educational strategies ~~s 

performed. The combination of the document analyses and the 

case study generated a comprehensive list of educational 

strategies included in the various educational co~ponents of 

foreign a.id projects in Jordan from 1974 through 1981 .. 

An attempt was also made to survey individuals who 

worked on some stage o:E the projects represented :by the 

available documents examined in the document analysis 

section. The return response "'1as lo~ because of const.raints 

present in the acguisition of information a.bout 1:espo11dents, 

and because of the highly mobile nature of such respondents. 

However, each survey response which was received was 

compared to information .included in the specific project 

document corresponding to the surveyees particip~~'tion.. An 

.indication of the value of the individual educational ·, 

strategies as seen by project participants resulted. 

Use .Qf Educational Comeonents, 
1974-19.fil 

Care£ul exam.ination of the thirty-six documents used in 

the content analysis disclosed the in.formation £ound in 
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Appendix B,. Cataloging the ,projects by last year reported 

resulted in an overview o.f the entire eight yea.rs w hic.h is 

listed in Table 5-5. 

The f.irst two years available £or scrut.i.ny through the 

A.I .. D.. In.formation Ret..rieval system were 1974 and 1975. 

There were eight documents available and examination showed 

that only five projects !tad educat.ional components. Within 

these pro:jects there were a total of .fifteen educational 

stra·tegies, or three per project with a.n educational 

component. 

whic.h were 

Contrast this with the last two years available 

1980 and 1981 and ten pr9jects -were performed, 

-which had educationa.l compo.nents. .Within these eig.ht of 

eight projects, sixty educational strategies :were 

incorporated. The average per project with an educational 

component was 7.5 educational strategies fo.r the last tvo 

years. 

While the data varied f:rom 1976 th.i:u 1979 1 only 61% of 

the pro:jects had an educational component from 1974 through 

1979. In ·the two years, 1980 and 19.81, 80~ o.f the projects 

had educational components. 
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Table 5-5 

· Educational Components And 
Inclusion Within Development Projects 

Jordan 1974-1981 

Yearly Number of 
Year Project Projects Educational Yearly Mean 

Number With Educa- Strategies Total Per 
tional Within Educa- Project 

Components tional Component 

1974 2780127 2 
2780140 1 0 2 1 

1975 2780178 6 
2780134 1 
2780139 5 
2780175 0 
2780176 0 
2780179 4 1 13 2 .. 1 

1976 2780146 6 
2780190 3 
2780188 0 
2780189 0 
2780191 0 
2780195 3 2 11 1.8 

1977 2780183 2 
2780209 2 1 3 1.5 

1978 2780205 1 
2780181 0 
2780207 1 
2780229 2 0 2 .5 

1979 2780192 7 
2780202 0 
2780206 0 
2780220 1 
2780221 1 
2780222 4 3 12 2 

1980 2780208 10 
2780214 9 
2780232 2 
2780238 6 
2780245 18 
2780200 0 
2780224 0 
2780233 6 5 50 6.25 

1981 2780186 6 
2780243 2 4 10 5 

Totals 36 24 103 103 2.86 
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An indication of the magnitude of the educational 

component was the number of dif£erent educational strategies 

employed :within that educational component. An observation 

0£ the first six years, 1974 through 1979, disc.losed a total 

of 43 educational strategies employed over a period 

encompassing twe.nty-six projects.. Represented are 1 .. 65 

strategies per project a.nd 7. 2 strategies per yea.c,. During 

the last two years, sixty educational. strateg:ies were 

employed encompassing ten projects for equivalent values of 

slx educational strategies per project, and thirty 

strategies per year .. On a numerical basis, there is an 

up-ward trend in both the number of educational projects with 

educational components and in the number of educational 

strategies per educational component. 

In Table 5-6, it is apparent that the years 1974 

through 1979 are consistent w~th the first t~o years, 

1974-1975. Deviations occur du.ring the years 1980-1981. 

These obvious increases support the contention that foreign 

aid projects are .beginning to incorporate more educational 

components and the components include a greater number of 

educational strategies. 

In addition to the guantitative trends, an 

investigation into the qualitative aspects was conducted. 

The resulting information, while subject to interpretation, 

is included within the body of Appendix B .. 
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Looking at the types of educational strategies employed 

by project planners and technicians over the eight year 

investigative period discloses strategies which may be about 

t.o appear as well as those which may .have .been .withdrawn for 

some reason. The building 0£ schools was mentioned in the 

docwnents .for projects in 1976, 19771 1978, 1.979, and 1980. 

It ~s doubtful that this particular strategy is included at 

the discretion of the program planner.. Since a large 

financial outlay is required, such an effort is generally in 

response to the request of host governments... Project 

planners cannot arbitrarily assume such a nee-d, and 

certainly technicians cannot decide to construct classrooms 

as an adjunct activity to their technical duties.. Thu.s, 

comments as to the i.nclusion of this particular educational 

strategy would be inappropriate .since it is a response to 

primary needs rather than being 0£ a supplemental nature~ 
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Table 5-6 

Data Representing Comparisons of the Inclusion 
of Educational Components and Strategies 

Within Development Projects in Jordan, 1974-1981 

Time Period 1974-75 1974-79 1980-81 1974-81 

Number of Years 
Encompassed per 
period 2 6 2 8 

Number of Development 
Projects per period 8 26 10 36 

Number of Projects 
with Educational 
Components 5 16 8 24 

Percentage of 
Projects with 
Educational 62.5% 61% 80% 66% 
Components (5/8) (16/26) (8/10) (24/36) 

Number of Educational 
Strategies per period 15 43 60 103 

Number of Educational 
Strategies per 1.87 1.65 6.00 2.86 
project (15/8) (43/26) (60/10) (103/36) 

Number of Educational 
Strategies per 
Educational 3 2.7 7.5 4.29 
Component (15/5) (43/16) (60/8) (103/24) 

Number of Educational 
Strategies Employed 7.5 7.2 30 12.9 
per year (15/2) (43/6) (60/2) (103/8) 
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overseas training 0£ individuals was first mentioned as 

a strategy in 1974. It was not included again until 1980, 

when it was mentioned five times, and again two times in 

1981. while this attempt at education seems to be coming 

around for a new cycle, th.ere are •1uestions as to its 

validity solely as an educational effort. The infusion of 

teachers to train individuals in thB setting of op,eration, 

the native country, would seem to be more sensible both 

logistically and financially. A motivation to incorporate 

overseas training into an educational component may be seen 

as nsweetening the pot", interpreted to be an inducement to 

the local administrators to coope.rate mor:e fully with 

project officials. In essence, it may be seen as a vacation 

overseas for higher of.ficials and ma.nagement personnel,. 

Such an educational strategy may be genuinely educational, 

politically motivated, or a blend of the two .. 

Some additional strategies used earlier and now being 

reintroduced are use of mass media (1975 and 1980), a.nd use 

of publications ( 1975 and 1981} .• Both strategies could 

easily be incorpo:r-ated .into every development project with 

very little cost and effort. 

Two new trends incorporated into development p.:i:oject 

educational components are On Job Training (OJT) used in 

1980 and 1981, and information management systems introduced 

also in 1980 and 1981. OJT has been used as a training 
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device in American industry for many years ... Not including 

it in foreign development projects until 1980 seems to be 

incongruent •i th a sound technology trans£ er system. 

Information management systems, with the advent of computers 

and higher technology, seem to be a timely item to include 

and can be seen as a posi·ti ve response to assisting 

educationally with developing nations. It can be expected 

that this will be one of the neli strategies which will 

appear in future development projects. 

Looking at the mass of educational strategies iQcluded 

within educational components, it seems that no particular 

strategies have been deleted at the introduction of newer 

strategies .. Perhaps this would account for the fact, as 

shown in table 5-6, that the number of educational 

strategies per project with an educational component has 

increased from 2.7 during 1974-1979 period to 7 .. 5 during the 

last two years, 198D-1981. 

Diversity o.f Educational 
Strategies, 1974-1.281 

A cursory overview of the above information may l<ead 

one to assume t.hat the most used educational .strategies are 

the most successful, hence their use... such an assumption 

may be in error. Without a complete knowledge of all the 

educational strategies which may be available, foreign aid 

project planners .may use past s·trategies merely because 0£ a 
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familiarity •ith them. such a conclusion may be dra•n from 

open ended comments in one of the surveys. There are 

obviously educational strategies ~hich have been overlooked 

in the project planners attempts to bui.ld an educationa.1 

component.. Even though twenty-six different strategies 

(table 5-3) 'l!lere uncovered during the analysis .of thirty-six 

documents, an additional seven were £ound to have been used 

in the case study section of the DRPP, 

thirty-three (tw-enty-six plus seven more 

table 5-4'9 

from the 

The 

DRPP) 

educa.-tional s·trategies are not an exhaustive listing. The 

assumption is, however, that if seven different strategies 

were uncovered in one pro jec·t which was not under the A. I. D. 

system, vhile only twenty-six different strategies had been 

attempted over an e.ight year period, a 9ap exists. There is 

either a .lack of inf or ma tion a va.ilahle to prqject planners 

and technicians, a lack o.f desire to be innovative and 

attempt different strategies, or a colllbination of t.he two,. 

It is not suggested that more or newe:~ educational 

strategies may yield a better return upon time 

expe.nded. Hovever, there does seem to be a 

and effort 

lack of 

understanding as to t.he purpose of various educational 

strategies by project planue.rs,. 

Con ten!. fol." !'._u ty£~ Educatio.!!a.l ~omponents 

During the research into educational components in 
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USFADP 1 s, one aspect see filed continually to surface. There 

is no systematic method used to construct an educational 

compo.nen t. The inclusion of education into a foreign aid 

project seems to be perfor-.med without structure. The 

literature examined disclosed no 

which deals di:r-ectly with t11e 

particular model or method 

inclusion of 

for an educational component in foreign aid 

or str::ucturing 

projects.. As 

was mentioned earlier in Chapter two, education is espoused 

in every single piece of literatu:i::e conce.i:ned with foreign 

development. Yet, there seems to be little rationale £or 

the educational strategies incorporated into £or-eign aid 

projects.. This section shall propose a structure for the 

design of educational components and suggest educational 

strategies which can be incorporated into Uiat structure'9 

All strategies suggested are taken directly from either the 

projects examined in the document analysis or from the DRPP 

covered in the case study.. It is not suggested t.hat these 

are the only available educational strategies but since they 

have been confirmed as previously used_, they can be 

considered "field tested" and as such viable £01: inc.lusion 

within this proposal. 

Another section will discuss the basic structure of a 

proposed model for both planning educationa.1 compone:nts and 

training technicians and ot.h.ei: action officers to implement 

them.. While a pcoject plann;er may never work di.rectly vith 
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the individual who implements planned act.i vi ties each roust 

have a basic knowledge of the same educatio@al process. As 

such, a common structure is proposed. It can be modified 

either to assist in the planning process or to serve as a 

training structure. In the latter capacity it will prepa.re 

technicians and other action officers to im_plement .well 

planned educational components. The .next section 

esta.b lishes a prior basis for the _proposed rnodels. 

Background 

No structure exists for planning educationa.l compo:nents 

used in foreign aid projects. Any structure upon which 

models are based must be lar:-ge.ly 0£ an intuitive natuce. 

Individuals who have worked closely with the educational 

process in developing countries can be expected to have more 

of this intuitive sense of what will wor.k. This intuition, 

coupled with a basic understanding o.f both the .histoi:ical 

composition of educational components and prior work in the 

area of education and developme.ut can form a potentia.lly 

credible information base for suggestions or such a 

structure.. Thus far, this document has reviewed the 

li·terature an•l examined the historical co.mpq_sition of 

educational components included in A.I.D. projects in Jordan 

the last eight years,. The reseaccher has served overseas 

with the i:mplementation of educational strategies in a 
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developing country. This background, coupled with 

additional information, forms the .basis of credibility for 

the proposed models to come. 

There are basically two types o:f education,. They are 

formal o.r deliberate and informal or nondeliberate (Wharton, 

1965). The deliberate education is represented by primacy 

and secondary education, vocational educa tio:n, colleges and 

universities, adult aud extension education, and community 

development educational activities. Nondeliberate education 

is personal experieuces, soc.ial contacts, family, neighbors, 

business firms, radio, television, newspapers, and other 

corumunication/diffusion media. 

Wharton (1965) suggests that educatio.n be directed at 

four levels for economic gro>ath. They are users, those who 

serve users directly, those who serve users indirectly, and 

those -who make policies or who lead the users~ He suggests 

directing education at these four levels to assure complete 

information diffusion. The proposal structure for 

educational. components will be directed at these levels~ 

One dif£erence is the alteration of Wharton's nondeli.berate 

category of education.. The proposed structure/model treats 

use of communications media as a deliberate attempt to 

educate and in£orm. 

Given the researcher 1 s experience, 

inf or ma tiion gathered in this study, 

the examination of 

and a vaila.b le 
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inf or ma ti on in the literature revie)I 1 the f ollo~ing basic 

structure is presented. It is felt that such a structure 

can accomplish both a comprehensive educatio.nal effort a.nd 

insure continuation of the educational process after the 

project has ceased. 

j!~sic ~t.cuctu~ 

There are basic similarities when dealing lii it.h 

A educational situations in developing countries. 

development project, or any educational endeavor cannot 

simply arrive, 

depart. To 

transmit a given amount of information, and 

allow for a successful effort, consideration 

must be given to many aspects of the educational situation,. 

Some cultures may be more receptive to one type of 

educational strategy than to another but a structured 

approach to education is still reguired. 

Corumon elements reg:uired tor a successful educational 

component anywhere in the :world are necessary The 

educational strategi~s may vaiy ~ithin each element, or 

stage, depending upon cultural differences, financial and 

time limitations, and available .cesources.. However 1 the 

structure proposed for conte.nt of future educational 

components should remain constant. 

In an educational e.f.fort, planning for the eventual 

teaching/learning interaction requires preparation initially 
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of the learning environment. This includes preparing 

locations, individual teachers, needs assessments, 

educational materials, and other .background type, activities .. 

Some of these things can be started before departure abroad 

but integration 0£ indigenous personn,e.l into the process 

will generally strengthen ·the progra111, establish early 

working relationships, and .build good will • 

A subsequent need is to create an awareness and a 

curiosity among the local pqpulation.. P.resenting timely 

general in:f ormation as to the purpose, pr:ocess, and 

expectatio.:ns of the development project can serve to of·fset 

apprehension, foster a positive attitude, and encoui:age 

participation on the part of the people,. Once interest and 

cooperation are accomplished, selected appropriate 

educational methods are implemented.. The teaching/learning 

process may vary greatly from project to project depend~ng 

upon location, resources, and objectives.. Regardless of the 

selected teaching strategy, it eventually ceases to fall 

undei: the control of the p.1:oject.. As a result, some type of 

educational support system should be implemented to assure 

continuity and reinforcement for the p.roject. Again, some 

strategies may work better than others depending upon the 

setting .. 

Given the above explanation, a basic structure has 

evo.lved for educational components in USF.llDP 1 .s .. It 
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establishes a process Hhich incorporates the many diverse 

elements required of a success.ful educational endeavor.. T.he 

structure, in five stages, is (a) Backg.round Preparation, 

(b) curriculum .Material .Development, (c) outreach and 

A·wareness, (d) Instructional Ai·terna·tives, a.nd (e) Suppo.rt 

sys-tem Development .. 

The proposed structu.re is suggested for use as a 

framework when planning an educational compopent in a 

foreign aid development project. Each of the stages should 

be represented by one or .more educatio.nal stra·te9ies.. The 

strategy selection should be made .by the planner who is 

knowledgable about the many existi.ng variables impacti:ng 

upon the p.roject.. Given t.his situation five educational 

strategies .is the least 

could possibly contain 

number an educat.io.Qal co.mponent 

and still minimally fulfiil the 

requirements set forth b_y the pr.oposed st.ructure.. It is 

suggested that while some stages may .be minimally success:ful 

with the employment of only o.:ne educational strategy 1 it is 

rare that only one strategy per stage ~ould achieve maximum 

results. 

While the stages are offered in a chronological 

sequence, the actual time each stage begins is at the 

discretion of project officials. Background preparation and 

cur.riculum materials may be begun before arrival .in the host 

country.. The final stage is developed and hopefu.ll:y will 
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continue to function after actual external assistance in the 

project, foreign involvement, has ceased. 

An additional conside.cation is the placement of the 

educational component's structure relative ·to project 

tiIDelines. An as.sumption should not be made that the 

component is inserted between or tacked on to other project 

elements. Educational components commonly are ongoing 

throughout the li£e 0£ a project. In .some cases, the 

educational component 

but this is an unusual 

pervasive throughout. 

may preceed the technical component 

case.. T.he structure is generally 

See Figure 5-1. 

Sti:!!_tegies Available for Projgct Planners 

As a result of the research investigation, t.hirt1-three 

different strategies wer'e established as "field-tested11 in 

Jordan. They are categorized by stages of the proposed 

structure. All strategies M>er<e subsumed into the stages of 

0 .Dest fit 11 ... The total number presented exceeds thirty-three 

due to the application of some strategies to more than one 

stage in the process. 
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Stage One is Background Preparation.. Eight educational 

strategies are subsumed and seem viable to es·tab.lish a sound 

educational network. See Figuce 5-2. Although a survey 

respo.nse rated extension person.nel as lowly effective_, the 

author's experiences conflict with that opinio~,. Thus, 

strategy nu.mber four remains as a viable alternative. 

Obviously, if no curriculum exists, one. must be 

established but that could be done in conjunction with Stage 

Two.. To reiterate, if an educational strategy •as i1ot 

mentioned in the course of the research, it will not be 

listed. .Even a strategy as basic as nestablish curriculum" 

will be left out if not previously mentioned. 

Stage T~o is Curriculum Material Development. It is 

seen as an i11tegral part of t.he preparation .but is obviously 

a separate type 0£ activity in the educa·tional process. 

Often, this type of activity may be performed at the same 

time as 

However, 

strategies listed in 

r10 condi tio:n has 

Stage One, Three, 0£ Four. 

been assigned throughout the 

proposed framework for str.ict adhere.nee to sequential 

implementation 0£ stages.. They will most certainly overlap 

in the course of development. The iIDpgrtant criterion 

suggested is that all five stages he represented within the 

educational component. Six strategies are offered as 

optio.ns in Stage Two.. See Figure 5-2,. 

The technician is not required to produce materials if 
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acceptable ones are availab.le .for purchase.. In such a 

category, the use of appropriate materials is the prime 

reg:uiremen·t, .rather than the _production. However, in man_y 

instances no materials are avai.la.ble of the cq.rrect content, 

literacy level, o.r language and as such must be produced. 

The Outreach. and Awareness segment, Stage Three, is 

gene.rally accomplished through close iior.k with local 

individuals and resources. This is the section which is 

intended not only to in£orm but to convince.. If the public 

can .be assured of future well-being as a result of the 

develop.ment project, cooperation and good-v.ill will result. 

This section in tends to provide educational s·trategies which 

will insure accep·tance 0£ and support for the foreign a:id .. 

Seven strategies are presented to educate the gene:ral 

audience.. See Figure 5-2. 

The type of outreach e.ffort in any culture is dependent 

upon the t:ype of economy, the political situa·tion, and 

control of pub.lie i.nformation c.hannels .. In Jordan the 

government contro.ls the press., radio, and television to the 

extent that promotion of go·ve:cnment sponsored qr joi.ntly 

administered projects is .relatively easy.. Demo~s·trations, 

field days, and open houses .for development efforts often 

include the attendance of television cameras so t.hat a vast 

audience can be reached. by such strategies. 

In the actual teacher/learner interaction situation, a 
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variety of educationa:l strategies are available to t.he 

project planner. Some o.f the st.rategies fall into areas 

which may be considered traditional while others may be more 

unusual and innovative.. The level of the learner dictates 

some criterion while the available resources maJ further 

limit or enhance alter.natives. Each of the educatio.nal 

strategies subsumed under Stage Four, Instructional 

Alternatives, may have many specific variations. The 

general alternatives of Stage Four are in :Figure 5-2. 

Once the actual inst.ruction occur.s, the projec·t either 

proceeds into full operation, increases in activi·ty, or 

continues with more efficiency.. The technician/action 

officer either continues J#ith the technical component or 

departs.. The variety o.f results depend upoq or:i9inal 

,project objectives. Regardless., u. S'9 involvement eventually 

.is discontinued.. It is at this pq.in·t that ·the project is to 

become self supporting. From the vievpoint of the local 

s·taff, the most available resources are withd.cawn.. In order 

to have the project continue with minimal set backs1 it is 

desirable to leave an educational .~mppo:rt system. stage 

Five, Support System .Develop.me.nt, must have been implemented 

prior to .Project termination. 

Stage Five consists of seven educational s·trategies 

intend·ed to supplement the previous efforts of th,e proposed 

stages. The educational component mus·t incorpo.rate Stage 
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Five in order to assure continuity 0£ available educationa.l 

resources. The strategies a.re in Figure 5-2. Such 

educational strategies allow previously trained individuals 

access to resources which would otherwise be withdrawn at 

projects end .. 

As a result of the above discussion, the proposed 

structure for educational component content has been 

presented. The five stage process gives project planners a 

f rame;work f:com which to work when developing educational 

co.mponents. Inclusion o.f at least five educational 

strategies, one per stage, is seen as minimally desirable 

for the development of a successful educational. component. 

The project plan is felt to be incomplete if it i.ncludes 

less than five strategies,,. 



Stage II Stage I 
Background Preparation Curriculum Material Development 

Stage Ill 
Outreach and Awareness 

(1) Develop Training Plans 
(2) Build Schools 

(1) Write extension/other publications 
(2) Produce posters 

(1) Utilize mass media 
(2) Hold field days/open house 
(3) Have observational tours (3) Orient staff members (3) Make slide presentations 

(4) Write non-verbal materials 
(5) Develop training packages 

(4) Promote educational campaigns 
(5) Use demonstrations 

(4) Educate extension agents 
(5) Improve present curriculum 
(6) Conduct needs surveys 
(7) Develop national plans 
(8) Teach motivational techniques 
(9) Others as applicable* 

(6) Establish information systems 
(7) Others as applicable* 

(6) Involve conununity groups 
(7) Use informal communication 
(8) Others as applicable* 

(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 

Stage IV 
Institutional Alternatives 

Use standard training environment 
Incorporate overseas educatlon 
Present University lecture series 
Provide short courses 
Include On-job Tralning 
Hold seminars 
Use in-service training 
Target specific programs 
Implement adult literacy programs 
Others as applicable* 

(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 

Stage V 
Support System Development 

Establish sister school relationships 
Start organization/government ties 
Continue ongoing research programs 
Build intact model facilities 
Establish peer (resource) directorj~s 
Encourage reference libraries 
Implement information management systems 
Others as applicable* 

(*) As noted in the text, the alternatives are not limited by the above lists but are open ended. As additional 
educational strategies are implemented and found successful, they shall be added to the respective list. 

Figure 5-2 

Field Tested Alternative Educational Strategies 

I-' 
I-' 
Vl 
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Technician Training 
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Given that the technician already has the technological 

skills recguired to .meet project objectives, and given the 

gualities of educational components, technicia~ trainers 

would be well advised to consider including technician 

orientation to educational compqnents in their pro9ra.ms .. 

Such an i.nclusio.n l¥ould inc.cease technician effectiveness, 

decrease dependence upon indigenous .initiative in this area, 

and decrease some support staff functions which would 

subsequently decrease costs and increase efficiency. With 

the experi€nce of the case study as an example, ther>e would 

additionally ensue within the ranks of the indigenous 

personnel a feeling of a complete, holistic effort. 1'his 

positive attitude toward the development effort is an 

insurance that it will not be neglected once .infused support 

has departed. 

The suggested orie:ntat:ion is centered upon the basic 

structure of the proposed educational component planning 

model. The five stage framewo.rk need be only marginally 

modified to produce a training model for educational 

component content~ The proposed program is to off.er the 

five stages needed in educatioual components of foreign aid 

projects alo.ng with an orientation to pI:oven educational 

strategies which will succeed in accomplishing each stage,. 
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The modification to adapt the stages to the training program 

is to rename the stages and present them as necessary 

skills. Workshops in each skills area would accomplish 

training .. 

Stage One, Background Preparation, the.a beco1Iles, Skills 

Area Om~, Establishment of an Educational Network Prior to 

Personnel Training. Subsumed beneath Skills Area One are 

workshops taught on the skills necessary to develop tra.ining 

plans; skills necessary to accomplish successful staff 

orientations; skills necessary to develop national 

production plans a.nd so on,. Thus, each educational strategy 

which can .be used in the various planning stages becomes a 

workshop ou the actual implementation o·f that .strategy or 

skill .. 

T.he proposed skill.:s areas equivalent to the .five basic 

s·tages are: 

(a) Establishment of an Educational Network Prior: 
to Personnel Training 

(b) Preparation of Educational Materials 
(c) Utilization of Edu.cational Channels in 

Accomplishing Outreach and Awareness 
(d} Selection of Traditional and Alternative 

Instructional Met.hods 
(e) Development of a .Post-Project .Educational 

Support System .. 

A representation of the training model ca.n be seen in figure 

5-3 .. 



Core Curriculum 
Five skills areas for implementing 

Educational Components 

~ ~ 
Skills Area I Skills Area II Skills Area III Skills Area IV Skills Area V 
Establishment Preparation of Utilization of Selection of Development 

of an Educational Educational Instructional of an 
Educational Materials Channels for Methods Educational 
Network Outreach Support System 

/ I"' / ~ / i" / '- / "' 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 
... """""• . ·-·-, .. , 

4 5 6 4 5 6 4 5 6 4 5 6 4 5 6 
- ... 

(Present Workshops Correlated To Educational Strategies in Planning Model) 

Figure 5-3 

Model For Training Project Action Officers to 
Implement Educational Components of 
Foreign Aid Development Projects 

f-' 
f-' 
00 
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This basic -traiuing plan correlates ·well with the 

proposed framework espoused :for use by project planners of 

£oreign aid development projects. If planners could b-e 

assured that technicians were capable of implementing 

educational strategies included in project educational 

components, they would feel more confident to include them .. 

If coordination of F .. A. D. P. plans and technician train.ing 

were accomplished, substanti-al benefits could accrue in 

development projects with very little additional .financial 

burden. 

Since no cur.rent structure exists ei tiler in the 

technician t.caining or project pla.nning areas concerning 

educational components, there has been little integration of 

educational components vithin F.A.D.P.•s. Only as recently 

as 1980 and 1981 has the number of educational strategies 

included in foreign projects reached a level 4.pproaching 

adequacy. Even those inclusions have shown no structure or 

rationale fOL' the strategies planned .. Since apparently 

attention is being focused toward tkie value 0£ educational 

components, the proposed framework o.ffered in this chapter 

can be of valuable assistance in both future planning and 

implementation of su.ch compon~mts. Given the fact that the 

body of knowledge concerning educational components as 

entities is small, more research is needed to result in 

additional inf orma ti on. 
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Qnof11£usi~ Dats 

In the course 0£ this investigation, information was 

reguested often from the Agency for International 

Development (A .. I.D,.), which is a branch of the Uniterl. States 

Department of State. 

detail in chapter -t:wo,. 

This organization is discussed in 

As a cautionary note to future 

investigators, certain aspects of the A.I.D.. system require 

comment. 

On a neutral note, the A~I.D~ is only a.s good as the 

people who reside in the various posit.ions, and those 

individuals can either assist or hinder research ef:torts. 

Since the many indiv.iduals are part of a huge bureaucracy, 

they relocate often through a series of promotions, lateral 

moves, demotions, retirements~ :celoca tions, and 

terminations. Successes and failures encountered by one 

investigator may be reversed 

owing to personnel changes. 

in a matter of a few years 

there is a rather 

standard system to be follo~ed in order to acquire necessary 

research materials. 

State 

That 

The first contact generally ~s ~ith the Department of 

Desk Officer who represents a geographic location. 

individual is generally able to .coute one to other 

~ontact people. Personal experience in this investigation 

resulted in some subsequent phone numbers but a complete 

refusal to assist in ot.hei::- capacities such as access to 
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files, reference to higher authorities, and further 

information. As a result of later additional information, 

the conclusion was reached that the the desk officer Has 

unaware of many of the research resources ~.hic.h were 

available. 

The A;eI .. D. library contains a co1I1puter information 

retrieval system which saves vast amounts of time and 

effort. A single telephone cal.l was required to obtain many 

computer printouts of foreign aid projects, abstracts, and 

specifically ear:mar.ked projects.. The computer pri.ntoui:s 

~ere processed and mailed at no cost to the requesting 

party,. The cooperation of the reference librarians was 

exceptional with the only complaint being that they also 

were unaware of some other available resources within the 

A.I.D. system. 

Bany problems and discrepancies were encountered wh.ich 

may serve as a warning to future investigators. Often 

in£ormation is only partially available, incomplete, totally 

unavailable, or incorrect when compared with other data. 

For example, 

in Jordan 

a request was made for all available projects 

in the last eight years with an educational 

component... The result.ing printout surveyed eleven projects .. 

Careful examination of all the A • .I. D.. projects in that time 

and place disclosed thirteen additional projects with 

educational components.. The results from survey respqndents 
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conflicted wi.th both A. I,. D,. and the document ana.lysis a.s to 

the number of educational components~ Another discrepancy 

was in dollar expenditures.. Early research shoved United 

States expenditures in Jordan for development in 1977 

exceeded $83 million {McLaughlin, 1979). T.he A.I .. D .. 

printout showed only two development projects in 1977 

representing a .financial obligation of only $23 .. 5 million. 

That is nearly a $50 million discrepancy not explained by 

further document analysis.. The abstracts examined during 

the document analysis did not mention development of long 

ll:'ange national plans. However, one of the surveys mentioned 

use 0£ th.is s·trategy and rated it highly effective .. 

Access to unclassified project documents also may 

create a problem for the r~sear:cher. After receiving a 

ref usa1 for permission to access uunclassified" files under 

the command o.f the Jordan des.k officer, a suggestion that a 

Freedom o.f Information (.FOI) form could allow access was 

greeted coldly. Threats to slow up the F.O.I. and a 

guarantee that access would be granted not .before .late 1983 

deterred further exploration via the files of the desk 

officer. It :was .subsequently learned that a duplicate set 

of files was retained in the Rosslyn, Virginia office of the 

Pub.lie Informa tio:n Di vision... Access was granted immedia te1y 

to peruse any available files. Of the thirty-six files 

reguested 1 only twenty-four were available. None o.f the 
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twenty-four had a complete set of documeuts as set forth in 

table .5-1 even though the projects were concluded. 

Another future researcl1 consideration may be the desire 

to survey ex-project personnel.. The procedure is cumber.some 

and time-consuming. Since such 

.the Preedom 0£ In£orIDation Act 1 

personnel are protected .by 

the addresses are not 

readily available,. Initially, tile researcher must accrue a 

list of names. (Those used in this re.search were extracted 

from :file folders of projects in the Rosslyn 1 Virginia. 

location previously mentioned,.) 

submitted to the F.o.r. of£icer 

The names are th.en 

in the Department of State 

building in Washington, D ... c. At this point, the resea:i:cher 

is a·t the mercy of the ,system.. The individuals who are 

desi:i:ed as survey respondents are noti£ied by the Department 

of State at either their current l!orking address, if they 

at:'e still employed by t.he Department 0£ State 1 or at their 

last known home address. They are i.nfor.med that a 

researcher -wishes to contact them. If they are agreeable, 

they contact the researcher directly, If they are not, they 

wil.l ignore the request. The researcher will never know t.he 

address of a potential surveyee until they contact the 

researcher agreeing to participate. Such a system J.s 

cumbersome to use and time consuming.. It i.s also completely 

unacceptable if a researcher wishes to make inferences to a 

larger population since the survey respondents are self 
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selecting. 

Given the idiosyncracies, constraints., and number o.f 

potential complications which may a:l:'ise when utilizing the 

A .• I .. D. system, researchers would be 1Uel.l advised to examine 

what information they desire and how soon ~t ~s required. 

If an alternative resource is availabh~, it may he the 

be·tte.c 0£ the two data sources .. 



Introduction 

Chapter 6 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The major research objective of this study was to 

disclose the content of educational components which -were a 

part 0£ u. s. foreig·n ai.d projects in Jordan in the last 

eight years.. Once the content was uncovered, suggestions 

were made as to the inclusion of and planning .for 

educational components involved in future development 

projects in the middle east. W.ith a comprehensive list of 

a vaila.ble educational strategies, pcoject planners can 

design better educat~onal components to be included in the 

projects. Taking into consideration the time and monetary 

constraints of the projects, educational strategies can be 

included lilhich best fit within such parameters. 

A second o.bjective was to suggest content for a 

training model for the education and preparation of 

technicians and action officers who are to be xesponsible 

for 

The.re 

the imple.rnentation of future 

are many programs and 

.middle east 

institutions 

technicians for general overseas work. None 

specifically prepares, or includes as a part 

projects~ 

preparing 

of them 

of the 

preparation, the technician for an intensive educational 

effort as part 0£ the pi::oject (Trail, 1968). As a result of 

125 
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discoveries ~ith~n this investigation, content for a 

training model was presented in chapter .five .. 

As in any research effort, the desire is to state 

research questions and attempt to answer those questions by 

progressing with an investigation,. In the interest of 

drawing together various segments of the study, the five 

research questions are reintI"oduced: 

1. What has been the extent of the United States 

P.A.D.P. 1 s ~ith an educational component in 

Jordan in the last eight years? 

2. What have been the characteristics of the 

educational componeil'ts in these .P.A. D'8 P. 1 s? 

3. Bhat educational strategies have been common 

to all the educational components in these 

F.A.D.P .. 1 s? 

4. What new educational approaches could be used 

to fully imple1llent development projects? 

{Jordan - a case study} 

5 .• How does the educational approach in the case 

study compare/contrast with previous 

educational efforts? 

There are speci.fic conclusions and recommendations 

drawn from each research guestion.. These 

recommendations originated from the 

conclusions and 

data based 

investigation,.. Intuitive outcomes were not data based, and 



are .ceported elsewhere. 

Conclusions and 
Rec om mend a tions 

The United States 
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was obligated to spend 

$251. 9411 000 .. 00 on the thirty-six projects examined in the 

document analysis section of this study. OveL" the eight 

years, this equals $31,493,375 per year or 11.early $7 million 

per project. See table 6-1 .. Given the vast .sums of .money 

expended upon u. s.. foreign aid developmen·t projects, there 

is a need for maximizing the returns o.f such efforts.. .It 

has been suggested throughout that educational components 

are an inexpensive method o.f assisting in the maximization 

of project potential. As a case in point, A. I. D. project 

2780245 was examined and found to contain eighteen 

educational strategies, the most. o.f any A .. I.D,. project 

examined. The cost of this project was lo.wer than thirty-

two of the thirty-six projects examined • 

.Info.rmation arranged around t.he f.ive research guestiol,ls 

forced specific information a.bout educatio~al co.mponents in 

U.SF A.DP 1 s. The information follows in the same order 

previously listed .. 



Project 
Number 

2780140 
2780175 
2780176 
2780188 
2780189 
2780191 
2780181 
2780229 
2780202 
2780206 
2780200 
2780224 
2780134 
2780179 
2780209 
2780205 
2780207 
2780220 
2780221 
2780127 
2780195 
2780183 
2780232 
2780190 
2780222 
2780243 
2780139 
2780233 
2780178 
2780146 
2780238 
2780186 
2780192 
2780214 
2780208 
2780245 

n=36 
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Table 6-1 

Cost of Project and Intensity 
of Educational Effort 

Project Cost 
Thousands $ US 

28 
10,000 
3,900 
1,000 
6,000 
4,000 
5,417 
5,000 
1,500 
7,500 

14,000 
5,700 

172 
4,500 
9,000 
8,000 
1,500 

39,000 
7,000 
3,449 
4,490 

14,485 
6,700 
7,000 

38,000 
5,000 

546 
23,500 

2,249 
3,850 
2,125 
1,161 
1,320 
2,000 
1,875 

980 

$251,947 

Number of 
Educational Strategies 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
4 
5 
5 
6 
6 
6 
6 
7 
9 

10 
18 

103 
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What has been the extent of 
Qni1~~states f .. A_ .. Q:.f .. .!_§ .!b1!1 .@ educatio.nal 
component i!! Jordan l:.!! !h§ ]:~st giSLht .1.§.2.£§? 

The ans:wer to this research question resides in bie 

consideration of which information source is most reliable~ 

When an individual requests the A .. I .. D. T:nform.ation Retrieval 

System at the Department of State Library to extract all 

Jordan projects with education, the resulting compilation is 

eleven projects .. .8.n examination 0£ twenty-five additional 

project abstracts from this same source discloses thirteen 

more projects vhich would be considered by the definition 

used here to have included educational components .. Thus, 

out of thirty-six projects in Jordan abstracted and thus 

available for public examination, twenty-four were found to 

include an educational component. 

The following conclusions are drawn: 

L A .difference exists between the number of 
projects A.I.D. lists as having education, and 
the number of projects analyzed as having 
educational components.. Therefore, a 
di.screpancy exis·ts between the research 
definition of educational component and the 
A.I.D. definition of education. 

2. A discrepancy exists between the research 
definition 0£ educational component and t~e 
A.I,. D .. definition of education. Therefore, a 
researcher reg_ uesting abstracts of A ... I. D. 
projects with education would not get a 
complete listi.ng fi:om the A .. I,. D.. information 
retrieval system. 

The :following .recommendations are made: 

1. A.I.D. should redefine the teem education. 
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2. A.I,.D,. should re-examine project abstracts t.o 
determine which projects have educational 
components,. 

3. Researchers should examine a.11 available 
project abstr:acts when searching for 
educational components in FADP 1 s. 

Each educational component has had at least one, and as 

many as eighteen educational strategies included within it.. 

They seem to he uniform in having a lack of structure or any 

reason to justify inclusion of the particular educational 

strategy as opposed to any other.. The part.icular trends and 

characteristics of the educational strategies w.hic.h comprise 

the educational components were discussed at length in 

chapter five. A comme.nt should be made about conclusion two 

below. The trend toward increased use is upward in numbers 

of strategies, but not in structure or organization of the 

educational components. 

The following conclusions are drawn: 

1. .Educational components in F.A.D. P .. •s have a 
range of from one to eighteen educational 
strategies.. Therefore, educational compqnents 
in F.A.D.P. 1 s lack structure. 

2. More recent P.A.D.P.'s have a greater 
percentage of educational components with more 
strategies per component than p.rev:ious years .. 
Therefor·a, there is a trend to111ard increased 
use of educational components in F.A.D.P. 1 s. 

The fo.llowing ceco.mmendations are made: 
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1. The inclusion of educational components in 
F.A.D.P.•s should be structured. 

2. No educational component should contain less 
than five educationa.l strategies, ' each 
representing a stage of the planni.ng model. 

3.. A. I. D. should encourage the trend of .including 
more educational strate9ies in F. A. D,. P .• 
educational components. 

While no one strategy has been common to all 

educational components, a listing 0£ the freguency 0£ 

individual strategies was presented in table 5-3 .. This 

compilation showed a variety of twenty-six different 

educational strategies included a·t one time or another over 

the eight years as a part of an educational compqnent in an 

F.A.D.P. in Jordan. Further discussion about frequent use 

of particular educational st.r:ategies in educational 

components is in chapter five. 

The foll.owing conclusions were drawn: 

1.. The inclusion 0£ educational strategies 
follmis no pattern. Therefore, strategies are 
not selected with any structure,. 

2. The diversity of educational strategies in 
F.A.D .. P. 1 s is relatively small.. Therefore, 
project planners seem to be unaware of 
available educational al ternative.s. 

The follo1dng recommendations are made: 

1. Educational strategies should be evaluated and 
rated at project termination. 
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2.. Educational strategy selectio.n should be based 
upon both project va.L"iables and the five 
stages of the planning model, thus adhering to 
a structure. 

3. Project planners should be introduced to the 
variety of available educational strategy 
alternatives .. 

In the course of the case study, twenty educational 

strategies 11ere disclosed which made up the educational 

component of the DRPP. A listing of DRPP strategies and 

discussion about their success is found in chapter .four. A 

comparison of DRPP .strategies with strategies used in prior 

projects .in Jordan showed seven strategies which had .not 

previously been mentioned a.s being included in Jordan A .. I .. D. 

projects. See table 5-4. T.he seven strategies are 

establishing a model facility, developing a national 

production plan, writing non-verbal materials (see Appendix 

A), establishing a peer d.irectory, developing a slide 

presentation, orienting staff, and presenting a lecture 

series at a uni ve.rsity .. Of these seven, it seems strange 

that staff orientation was not previously used. An 

assumption could .be made that suc11 activities were probably 

performed but were not documented as an educational strategy 

by anyone. This is seen as a s110rtcomlng 0£ the reporting 

system if ~t is indeed the case. 

The following conclusion is drawn: 
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1. The DRPP used seven educational st:['ategies not 
previously documented in projec·t abstracts in 
Jordan. Therefore, project planners have not 
included these strategies in previous 
projects"" 

The following recommendation is made: 

1. Project plar.ners 
seven educational 
in the DRPP,. 

should be introduced to the 
stra·tegy alternatives used 

Ho>!I £!.oes ihe educational a12Qroach 
in !hg £!!.2g stugy compareLcontrg§! 
~i!h. .E£Bvious gduca!!Qgal ~fforts? 

The approach used in the case study, which was 

discussed at length in chapter four, was of a greater 

diversity than the A.I .. D.. projects examined. The role of 

the technician varied also in that he had greater input into 

the depth and breadth of the ed.ucational strategies which 

were employed. 

The approach used in the DBP.P included educational 

strategies which fulfilled each of five proposed stages 

suggested £or a complete educational component in chapter 

five. Background preparation included the strategies of 

educating extension personnel and developing a national 

production plan.. Outreach and awa.reness was accomplished by 

the utilization 0£ much mass media (radio, television, and 

newspapers) and an open house at the model 

research/p.roduction facility~ Curr.iculum materials were 

provided in the for.m of slide presentations, non verbal 

materials, a production manual, and the use of posters and 
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_bill.boards. Instructional methods used Mere uni vers.ity 

lectures, 011 the job training for agricultural technicians, 

in-.servic-e training, and farm visits. A support system was 

constructed to continue the educational ef.fort after the 

technician departed. It included establishment of a pee.r 

d~rectory, stocking of a reference library, estabiishing a 

research program, and construction of a model production 

facility as an example 0£ the current state of the art. 

No project examined in the course of the document 

analysis fitted strategies to each of the five stages. The 

one cJ.osest to such a match was project 27080245 lilhich 

incorporated eighteen strategies. However, th.ere was no 

educational material p:t:eparation mentioned among the 

educational strategies. (See Appendix B fo.r- the comple-te 

listing of educational strategies in the educational 

components of all projects examined in the dqcument 

analysis .. ) 

The technic.i.an was given .freedom to implement 

educational strategies which he believed would enhance the 

outcomes of the project.. The six original objectives 

required .fiscal outlay, especially in the construction of 

the model .facility. Subseguent educational s-trateg.i-es which 

were added later were perfocmed at no cost to the spo;nsoring 

organization .. As has been _previously mentio11ed in cha_pter 

four, the technician llad a .backgroand in the educational 
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process .• While this preparation was not speci£ically done 

for use in the project, it was nonetheless a factor in 

successful completion of the effort .. No information ~as 

available as to the background of the action officers in the 

projects examined. 

The following conclusions were drawn: 

1. The DRPP included 
five stages of the 
Therefore¥ the DRPP 
educational effort, 
complete educational 
projects. 

strategies which fit all 
proposed planning model,. 
represented a structured 
and included a more 

coIDponel}t than previous 

2. No educational component of any previous 
project matched the stages of the planning 
model. Therefore, no previous project was as 
complete as the DRPP. 

3. The D.RPP technician had previous training in 
the educatioua 1 process.. T.hel:'efore, he was 
given f:reedom to implement strategies as 
applicable. 

The following recommendations are made: 

1. Technicians should be oriented as to the 
process of structured educational components. 

2. Technicians should be given the freedom to 
implement additional educatio.nal sti:-ategies as 
time and circumstances allow .. 

3. Technicians should be made aware 
alternative educational strategies which 
be substituted in limited si tuatiori,s ... 

of 
may 

The research cond acted in this study has disclosed ho1r1 

little has actually been examined about educational 

components as integral parts of foreign aid development 
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projects. There are .many areas flhich a.ce in need of 

investigation. As 

confirm access to 

research .. 

mentioned earlier, 

information prior 

researche.rs should 

to undertaking such 

Suggested a.reas of future research are the impact of 

educational components in a.s... p.rojects in other parts of 

the world, the impact of educational components sponsored by 

U,. s. private voluntary organizations {P. v,. o. • s}, -U1e impact 

of educational components in projects suppo.rted by other 

deve:loped countries, and the evolution of educational 

components since the beginning of u .. s. fore.ig.n aid programs ... 

There is a need for research on educational components 

in the many contexts previous.ly mentioned.. The gualities of 

educational components are ease of implementation., low cost, 

ease Qf substitution of strategies within the co.mpqnents, 

low time commi t.ment, and variety of alternatives available. 

These qualities, coupled with use of the proposed fram.ework 

for an effective educational component ca.n result in 

maximized returns £rom dollars spent on U. s,. foreign aid 

devel.opmeD"t projects,. 

sum man 

As a result of answering the research questions, and 

further extensive examination of the content of educational 

components included in u.s.F.A .. D.P. 1 .s in Jordan over the 
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last eight years 1 conclusions were drawn. The availab.le 

information which was analyzed presented a scenario of 

educational components haphazardly included uithin 

development projects. The lack of educational components in 

twelve of the thirty-six projects coupled with the low 

average .number of educational strategies per educational 

coutponent (4.29) attested to the low priority -which has bee.n 

attached to educational compo11ents over the last eight 

years,. 

The undertaking- of this study has resulted in 

uncovering a large defici;ency within the planning, 

implementation, and reporting structure of Ute Agency for 

Internationa.l Development. .Si.nee this is the sole official 

bureaucracy for regulation of development efforts ab.road, 

there should be a cause for concern.. iith e.xpenditures 

:nearing the 252 million dollar mark for t.he thirty-six 

projects, every effort should be made to maximize the 

effectiveness o.f each project.. This study has offered both 

a planning model and a training model £or use with 

educational components in F.A.D.P.'s.. If used 1 they could 

add structure to what is see:n as an educationally 

inefficient and ineffective system. 

In addition to the recommendations 

each resea.z:-ch question, there a.ce 

made relative to 

some additional 

recomme.nda tions which are felt to be especially relevant. 
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These recommendations a.re made partially due to data 

produced in this study, .bu·t addi tiona.11y because of an 

intuitive feeling that the need exists.. Given the fact that 

three related but discrete research methodologies were used, 

results can be expected to transcend the mere sum of t.he 

par-ts. The qualitative aspect o.f case study results, 

coupled with personal experience in the development 

situation, has given impetus to the following 

recommendations: 

1. Future development projects should all contain 
educational components .. 

2. Future educational component developme.nt 
should follow a structured model. 

3. All technician training programs s.bould 
i.nclude an orien·tation to educational 
compone.nts .. 

major 

These recommendations have been suggested by the 

research evidence.. The neglect of educational components .i.n 

:foreign aid projects has been documented .. The 

characteristics of educational components have been 

explained .. .It is .believed that the practice of neglecting 

educational. C·omponents b1• significant development personnel 

should be discontinued .. Additionally, at·te.nt.ion should be 

given not only to .inclusion of educational compo~ents, but 

to the structured planning a:nd implementation of them to 

ass·ure more effective use of United States development 

efforts. 
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AID 
Project 

Number 

2780127 

278011+6 

2780178 

APPENDIX B 

Educational Strategies Included Within the Eduational Component 
of Selected USAID Projects In Jordan - 1974-1981 

Years Name 
Number 

of 
Strategies 

Strategies: Itemized per 
project 

11 Projects Selected by A.I.D. Information Retrieval System 
as Being Involved with Education 

1966-74 

1970-76 

1975-75 

Feasibility Studies 

Develop Administrative 
Training Programs 

Faculty of Agriculture 

1 

2 

1 

2 

3 
4 

5 
6 

1 

2 

3 

Team sent to U.S. to gain 
knowledge of Urban Development 
Seminars held in Amman to 
articulate problem areas 

Advanced Degree training for 
government employees 
Advanced Degree training for 
University of Jordan faculty 
Training for Family Planners 
Technical Skill training for 
Bank personnel 
Short courses in Management 
Academic/Technical training 
for teachers 

Long-term advisors in critical 
areas 
Short-term agricultural 
speciali$tS 
Program of Research/Extension 
for improved technology 

...... 
+' 
00 



AID 
Project 

Number 

2780178 
(Continued) 

2780183 

2780190 

2780205 

2780208 

Years 

1975 

1975-77 

1976 

1978 

1977-80 

APPENDIX B 
(Continued) 

Name 
Number 

of 
Strategies 

Faculty of Agriculture 

Village Development 
Advisory Services 

School Construction I 

Jordan Valley Village 
Development II 

Health Planning 
Services 

4 

5 

6 

1 

2 

1 

2 

3 

1 

1 

Strategies: Itemized per 
project 

Short courses for Extension 
agents 
Participant training for 
government agriculture 
agency staff 
Upgrade agricultural curric-
ulum of University of Jordan 

Construct, operate 170 class-
rooms in 26 communities in 
Jordan Valley 
Training for women engaged in 
unpaid family work 

Construct 8-2 story and 10-3 
story schools 
Use facilities for Adult 
Literacy Training 
Use facilities for nonformal 
training activities 

Build 23 schools (300 rooms, 
233 classrooms) 

Develop Health Planning Unit 
in Ministry of Health (MOH) 

....... 
+:--
'° 



AID 
Project 

Number 

2780208 
(Continued) 

280214 

Years 

1977-80 

1979-80 

APPENDIX B 
(Continued) 

Name Number 
of 

Strategies 
Health Planning Services 

Develop Administrative 
Training Programs II 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 
8 

9 

10 

1 

Strategies: Itemized per 
project 

Jordanian Chief designate 
trained abroad 
Short-term advisory special-
ist assist with training 
development 
Jordanian staff get short-
term training abroad 
Packaged Computer Programs 
provided for training 
activities 
Design Computer System for 
storing health data 
Develop curricula 
Instruct trainers how to 
retrain health personnel 
Determine future training 
needs 
Develop suitable health 
information/training 
techniques 

....... 
ln 
0 

Training trainers in building 
trades, nutritional education, 
management training, and 
accounting 



AID Project 
Number 

280214 
(Continued) 

2780232 

Years 

1979-80 

1980-80 

APPENDIX B 
(Continued) 

Number 
Name of Strategies: Itemized per 

Strategies oroiect 

Develop Administrative 

School Construction II 

2 

3 
4. 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

1 

2 

Develop Curriculum Materials 
in building trades, nutri-
tional education, management 
training, and accounting 
Observational tours 
Training courses in voca-
tional education, community 
education, education test-
ing 
Training in vocational 
guidance and counseling to 
bring women into work force 
Courses offered in manpower 
availability assessment 
Short-term in-county train-
ing in project management 
skills 
Overseas M.A. training for 
qualified candidates 
Courses offered in program 
maintenance 

Construct and equip 14 new 
schools 
Educate coeducationally 
(boys and girls in same 
school) 

~ 
~Jl 
~ 



AID Project 
Number 

2780238 

2780245 

Years 

1979-80 

1980-80 

APPENDIX B 
(Continued) 

Number 
Name of Strategies: Itemized per 

project 

Vocational Training 

Health Education 

Strategies 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

1 

2 
3 
4 

5 

6 
7 

Construct/Equip Amman Trade 
Training Center 
In country training of 
Vocational Training Corpora-
tion (VTC) staff 
Short-term US and third 
country training tours 
Develop sister school relation-
ship with high quality voca-
tional training institution 
in US to keep current on 
vocational developments 
Participant training done 
thru sister school 
Expansion of VTC training 
activities 

Ten health education campaigns 
developed 
Use connnunity organizations 
Use mass media techniques 
Informal techniques of indi-
dual connnunication 
Training plans for MOH, health 
centers developed 
Clinic staff trained 
Mini survey of target benef i-
ciaries to evaluate program 

• 

t-' 
lT1 
t<> 



AID Project 
Number 

2480245 
(Continued) 

Years 

1980-80 

Name 

APPENDIX B 
(Continued) 

Number 
of 

Strategies 
Health Education 8 

9 
10 
11 
12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

Strategies: Itemized per 
project 

Targeted programs to strengthen 
institutional capabilities 
Improve curriculum 
Improve training 
Improve media utilization 
Improve local organization 
and motivation 
Establish this by coordinating 
resources with other government, 
private, and local agencies 
Project seminars for Jordanian 
groups 
Training for central and field 
staff of Department of Health 
(DHE) 
In service for six DHE profes-
sionals 
Recruit/Train 25 field level 
health educators 
Observational tours for high 
level DHE staff provided 

...... 
Lil w 



AID 
Project 
Number 

2780134 

2780139 

2780140 

2780175 

2780176 

2780179 

2780181 

Years 

1970-75 

1968-75 

1973 

. 1975 

1975 

1975 

1976-78 

Name 

APPENDIX B 
(Continued) 

Numoer 
of 

Strategies 
Strategies: Itemized per 

project 

25 Projects In Jordan, 1974-81 
Not Earmarked as Having Education 

Agricultural 
Economics and 
Planning 

Wheat Research 
and Production 

1 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

Vegetable Research 0 
and Production 

East Ghor Canal 0 
Extension 

Yarmouk-Dead Sea 0 
Road 

Zarka Triangle 1 
Irrigation 

Technical Services 0 
Feasibility Studies 

Provide short/long/term advisors 
to provide training and advice 
in agricultural planning and 
development 

Demonstrations conducted 
Farm Field Days 
Extension Publications 
Mass media news releases 
Research on demonstration farms 

None evident from abstracts 

None evident from abstracts 

None evident from abstracts 

Authority personnel and farmers 
trained in sprinkler operation and 
management 

None evident from abstracts 

,........ 
lJ1 
.p.. 



AID Project 
Number 

2780186 

2780188 

2780189 

2780191 

2780192 

Years 

1977-81 

1976 

1976 

1976 

1977-79 

APPENDIX B 
(Continued) 

Name 
Number 

of 
Strategies 

Jordan Valley Farmers 1 
Association (JVFA) 

2 

3 

4 

5 
6 

Maqarin Dam Pre- 0 
Investment Studies 

Potash Production 0 
Feasibility Studies 

Roads Improvement 0 

Water Management 1 
Technology 2 

3 
4 

Strategies: Itemized per 
project 

Long-term advisors assist in 
training activities in area 
of expertise 
14 man monthes of training for 
lay JVFA staff 
Publication of policies, pro-
cedures covering operation 
Establish credit and farm 
management guidance and inf or-
ma tion systems 
On job training used 
U.S. short-term training of 
selected staff 

None evident from abstracts 

None evident from abstracts 

None evident from abstracts 

On site farm visits 

I-' 
IJl 
IJl 

Target farmer training programs 
Farmer training packages developed-
Extension agents prepared to 
assist farmers 



AID Project 
Number 

2780192 
(Continued) 

2780195 

2780200 

2780202 

2780206 

2780207 

2780209 

Years 

1977-79 

1976 

1977-80 

1978-79 

1979 

1978 

1977 

APPENDIX B 
(Continued) 

Name Number Strategies: of Itemized per 
project StrC!tegies 

Water Management 
Technology 

Sprinkler Irrigation 
Equipment 

Maqarin Dam Design 

Minerals Development 

Aqaba Water and Sewage 

Cred:i_t for JVFA 

Rural and Urban 
Electrification 

5 

6 

7 

1 

2 

0 

0 

0 

1 

1 

Establish 3 research/training 
sites 
Devise set of proven farm 
practices 
Set up demonstration plots 

Participant training for 
technicians 
Training for farmers to install, 
use, and maintain Portable ~ 
Sprinkler Irrigation System ~ 
(PSIS) 

None evident from abstracts 

None evident from abstracts 

None evident from abstracts 

Extension agents assist farmers 
with preparation of farm plans 
and completion of loan applica-
tions 

Technical assistance training 
will be supported if Jordan 
Electric Power Company (JEPCO) 
staff lacks sufficient expertise 



AID Project 
Number 

2780220 

2780221 

2780222 

2780224 

2780229 

2780233 

Years 

1978-79 

1979 

1979 

1979-80 

1978 

1980 

APPENDIX B 
(Continued) 

Number 
Name of Strategies: Itemized per 

Strategies proiect 

Amman Water and Sewage 
(AWS) 

Village Development II 

Potash Production 

Technical Services and 
Feasibility Studies II 

Rift Valley Water 
Resources 

Irbid Water and Sewage 

1 

1 

1 

2 

3 

AWS authority staff trained in 
rate analysis 

Build 22 schools 

Arab Potash Company (APC) 
staff receive training in 
engineering, construction, 
supervision, accounting, and 
financial management 
APC management/operation per-
sonnel receive training prior 
to opening 
APC maintenance/operation 
personnel receive training in 
early years of operation 

0 None evident from abstracts 

0 None evident from abstracts 

1 Training of selected Water 
Supply Corporation personnel 
in U.S. 

2 Long/short-term training pro-
grams for staff 

......... 
ln 
-....J 



AID Project 
Number 

2780233 
(Continued) 

2780243 

Years 

1980 

1980-81 

APPENDIX B 
(Continued) 

Name 

Irbid Water and 
Sewage 

Groundwater 
Resources 
Investigation 

Number 
of 

Strategies 

2 

3 
4 

5 

1 

2 

3 

4 

Strategies: Itemized per 
project 

Long/short-term training 
programs for staff 
On Job Training by consultants 
Establish inventory of man-
power /training resources 
Academic training through 
governments National Train-
ing Program 

National Resource Authority 
staff trained in ground water 
studies, computer support 
systems 
On Job Training in computers, 
drilling equipment 
6 months overseas training by 
U.S. geological survey team 
Information storage/retrieval 
system established 

I-' 
V1 
00 
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FOREIGN AID DEVELOPMENT PROJECT SURVEY 

DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

1) Did you take part in the above named project? 

0 yes 0 no 

2) What was your position(s) in the project? Rank only your position(s) 
in the project as it relates to the amount of time in the position(s). 
(If your involvement was in only 1 position, rank it 1 and do not 
rank any other position.) 

(1) Project Director 

(2) Project Technician 

(3) Project Evaluator --
(4) Project Liaison Officer --
(5) Other; 

Specify 

3) The project was primarily for benefit(s) in which area(s)? Rank 
only the areas of importance consistant with project proposal. (If 
the emphasis was only in 1 area, rank it 1 and do not rank any other 
area.) 

(1) Agricultural/Nutritional 

__ (2) Economic 

__ (3) Educational 

__ (4) Social 

__ (5) Other; 
Specify 

THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS REFER TO YOUR IMPRESSIONS OF THE PROJECT. 

(1) (2) (3) (4) 
yes no Don't Doesn't 

Know Apply 

4) The project had clearly defined 
objectives. 0 0 D D 

5) The project was planned using an 
established development model. D 0 D 0 
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(1) (2) (3) (4) 
yes no Don't Doesn't 

know Apply 

6) The project achieved all the objectives. D D D 0 
7) The project took longer than expected. 0 0 D 0 
8) The project was well received by the 

indigenous population. D 0 0 D 
9) The project had an evaluation component. D 0 D D 

10) The project had an educational component. D D D 0 
11) The educational component was adequate 

to achieve the objectives. D D 0 D 
12) The content of the educational component 

was cans is tent with the project proposal. D D D 0 
13) The implementation of the educational 

component enabled the project proposal 
to be addressed. D D D 0 

14) The outcomes of the educational component 
were consistent with the project proposal 
objectives. D D D 0 

15) There are adequate models for planning 
foreign aid projects similar to this 
project. D D D D 

16) There is a need for a model(s) in 
planning foreign aid projects of this 
type. D D 0 D 

17) The project was well planned. D D D 0 
18) The project was within the approved 

budget. 0 D 0 D 
19) The project was of long range benefit to 

the host country. D 0 D 0 
20) This project needed additional money to 

make it successful. D 0 D D 
21) This project needed additional personnel 

to make it successful. D 0 0 0 
22) This project needed additional time to 

make it successful. 0 0 D D 
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DID THE PROJECT INCLUDE ANY OF THESE EDUCATIONAL STRATEGIES? 
(IF INCLUDED, PLEASE RATE THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE EDUCATIONAL 
STRATEGY.) Circle the appropriate number. 

Yes No Lowly Highly 
Effective Effective 

23) 0 0 Establish university lecture. 
series 1 2 3 4 5 

24) D D Develop workshops 1 2 3 4 5 

25) 0 D Prepare vocational technical 
school seminars 1 2 3 4 5 

26) D D Develop extension seminars 1 2 3 4 5 

27) D D Plan technician training 
programs 1 2 3 4 5 

28) D D Write native language 
technical publications 1 2 3 4 5 

29) D D Design model facility plan 1 2 3 4 5 

30) D 0 Develop long range national 
plan 1 2 3 4 5 

31) 0 0 Record radio programs 1 2 3 4 5 

32) D 0 Prepare television programs 1 2 3 4 5 

33) 0 0 Write newspaper articles 1 2 3 4 5 

34) D D Plan outreach programs 1 2 3 4 5 

35) 0 0 Develop slide/film 
presentations 1 2 3 4 5 

36) D D Design posters 1 2 3 4 5 

37) 0 0 Develop markets 1 2 3 4 5 

38) 0 0 Build model project 1 2 3 4 5 

39) 0 0 Hold open house 1 2 3 4 5 

40) 0 D Visit support personnel 1 2 3 4 5 

41) 0 D Visit indigenous persons 1 2 3 4 5 

42) 0 D Educate financial institutions 1 2 3 4 5 

43) D D Develop supply sources 1 2 3 4 5 
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PLEASE ANSWER THE FOLLOWING USING AS MUCH SPACE AS YOU WOULD LIKE -
DO NOT FEEL BOUND BY THE SPACES PROVIDED. 

44) What other educational strategies were used in the project and 
how would you rate their effectiveness? 

45) If this project were to be repeated, what educational strategies 
would you add, delete or modify? Please specify. 

46) Do you have any general comments you would like to make about 
educational strategies for foreign aid projects? 
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